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## Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbr.</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4Ps</td>
<td>The four components of a field: purpose, people, practice and pillars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100RC</td>
<td>One Hundred Resilient Cities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB</td>
<td>Assembly Bill (California)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACCO</td>
<td>Association of Climate Change Officers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASAP</td>
<td>American Society of Adaptation Professionals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C40</td>
<td>Network of (initially) 40 mega-cities committed to addressing climate change through mitigation and adaptation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRO</td>
<td>Chief Resilience Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSCs</td>
<td>Climate Science Centers (US Geological Survey/Department of Interior Program)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOE</td>
<td>Department of Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOI</td>
<td>Department of the Interior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPA</td>
<td>Environmental Protection Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEMA</td>
<td>Federal Emergency Management Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G20</td>
<td>Group of Twenty (an international forum for the governments and central bank governors from 20 major economies)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HUD</td>
<td>Department of Housing and Urban Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICLEI</td>
<td>International Council for Local Environmental Initiatives (typically used with its tagline, Local Governments for Sustainability)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPCC</td>
<td>Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO</td>
<td>International Standards Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCCs</td>
<td>Landscape Conservation Cooperatives (Department of Interior Initiative)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAACP</td>
<td>National Association for the Advancement of Colored People</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAF</td>
<td>National Adaptation Forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NCA</td>
<td>National Climate Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NIST</td>
<td>National Institute of Science and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOAA</td>
<td>National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RISA</td>
<td>Regional Integrated Sciences and Assessment (NOAA Program)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SB</td>
<td>Senate Bill (California)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDGs</td>
<td>Sustainable Development Goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UCS</td>
<td>Union of Concerned Scientists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>United States (of America)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USDA</td>
<td>US Department of Agriculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USDN</td>
<td>Urban Sustainability Directors Network</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Executive Summary
The Challenge

Midway through the second decade of the 21st century, American society—and the world—face stark environmental, economic, security, health, and political challenges. Climate change is widely acknowledged as a crucial—maybe even existential—threat to humans, other species, and the natural systems on which all life depends. And the climate crisis is accompanied by other urgent imperatives: the need to preserve a habitable planet while ensuring equal opportunity for all. Yet today, there is a vast gap between the scope of these challenges and our nation’s efforts to address them.

The challenges of climate adaptation and resilience building are now an everyday reality for decision makers across the country. As climate impacts accelerate and population grows in vulnerable areas, disasters are more frequent and devastating. Supercharged storms (like Hurricanes Sandy, Harvey, Irma, and Maria), catastrophic wildfires, and deadly heatwaves affect growing numbers of Americans—in rural areas, small towns, and large cities. Over the past five years, Americans experienced at least 10 major disasters per year, each generating more than $1 billion in damages—double the average number of such events from 1980–2016.\(^1\) In the US and around the world, it is the least fortunate who bear the greatest social, economic, health, and environmental costs from such disasters.

And worse is yet to come. Today’s disasters and disruptions reflect relatively modest climatic changes. The warming and impacts experienced so far have mostly stayed below the thresholds of tolerance for human and natural systems. But current emissions trends point to warming of at least 9°F (5°C) above pre-industrial levels by 2100,\(^2\) a scenario that “must be avoided,”\(^3\) according to the World Bank. The impacts of such warming would dwarf anything Americans, and the world, have yet experienced.

From the challenges associated with emerging impacts, and from those still to come, the message is clear: now is the time to fast-track climate mitigation efforts to preserve a livable future. And, given the scale of change already set in motion, it is time to accelerate and scale up adaptation while blazing transformative paths to an equitable, resilient future. These trends and necessities frame and shape our study, analysis, and recommendations.

The Response

Americans are, in fact, beginning to adapt to climate change. This report—which draws on extensive interviews, surveys, and a literature review—takes measure of the nascent field of climate adaptation in the US. We found that the adaptation field is emerging, but it is not yet equal to the task before it; nor is the field evolving quickly or deliberately enough to manage worsening climate threats.

Spurred by headline-grabbing disasters and more insidious climate impacts, communities across the US are experimenting with adaptation. They are aided by an ever-growing base of knowledge and a plethora of tools. New actors are getting involved—including utility managers and the private sector—and an infusion of funds from government and philanthropy is proving essential for the field’s growth. Cities are emerging as leaders in adaptation, and they are forging vital networks for learning and collaboration.

Still, the field remains limited in scope and effectiveness. Driven largely by crises, the adaptation field does not have a unifying vision of a better future; it remains mostly reactive, rather than proactive. A sense of urgency is lacking, and too many adaptation efforts are stalled at the planning stage. The prevailing emphasis on urban adaptation leaves small towns and rural areas behind, and neglects important interdependencies between cities and surrounding areas. And while there is growing awareness of the disproportionate impact of climate change on the most vulnerable—and the need for equitable solutions—few adaptation actors understand how to incorporate equity into their work.

At this pivotal moment for the field’s development, leadership is key. The federal government played an important role during President Obama’s second term, jump-starting adaptation efforts with funding, research, and agency directives. But the Trump Administration and Congress are working to extinguish those efforts—

It is time to accelerate and scale up adaptation while blazing transformative paths to an equitable, resilient future.
The stakes are high. Without a much-strengthened adaptation field, the resilience gap will widen. Accelerating climate risks will disrupt attempts to expand economic opportunity and shore up critical infrastructure; they will destabilize our communities, harm human health, and undercut efforts to maintain crucial life-support systems such as clean water, clean air, and healthy ecosystems. Conversely, a strong adaptation field can head off the worst projected impacts of climate change, while ensuring that risks are not disproportionately and that benefits are equitably shared. Building this field—and quickly—must be an urgent priority.

Across our nation—in urban high-rises and on rural back roads; in corporate boardrooms and regional planning commissions; in statehouses and the halls of Congress—there is a gap between the size of the climate challenge and efforts to address it. The Union of Concerned Scientists has termed this the “resilience gap.” We believe that gap can only be closed through significantly scaled-up climate mitigation and adaptation efforts, enacted with a concerted effort to build social cohesion and equity.

The Report

What would a strong, mature adaptation field look like, and what would it take to build it? To help answer that question, The Kresge Foundation—one of the leading philanthropies supporting climate adaptation in the US—commissioned an assessment of the state of the field in 2016. The assessment, shaped at critical points by a six-member Advisory Group, included:

- An extensive review of academic and non-academic literature to contextualize current US adaptation efforts;
- Interviews with 87 individuals representing the public, private, and NGO/civic sectors and academia, covering a wide range of adaptation-related expertise and perspectives;
- An online survey targeted at the same project participants;
- A detailed analysis of Kresge grantee portfolios; and
- Feedback from 88 invited individuals (study participants and others) during a half-day workshop at the National Adaptation Forum 2017 in St. Paul, Minnesota.

This report, which is informed by that assessment, captures the current state of the US adaptation field, identifies needs and opportunities, and makes specific recommendations to move adaptation and resilience building forward.

**Audiences.** This report speaks to those who are helping to build the adaptation field, and to those who work to prepare for and respond to growing climate risks in a complex and fast-moving world. Thus, our primary audiences are:

- Field builders and supporters working to advance adaptation;
- Field actors and implementers seeking to make American communities safer and more resilient; and
- Other partners, currently outside the field, who are needed to close the resilience gap.

**Framework.** To communicate our findings, we have developed a simplified model of a professional field. We call this framework “the 4Ps,” as the many elements of a field cluster around four interlinked foundational components: Purpose, People, Practice and Pillars.

- The **Purpose** is the goal a field is focused on or organized around. The field’s purpose is centered on the clear delineation of a common problem, and linked to a vision of a world in which that problem is fully addressed.
- The **People** are the field actors—the individuals, organizations, and networks who lead the field and carry out its work, and the common identity that unites them.
- The **Practice** consists of actions taken and the knowledge, tools, and skills used to fulfill the field’s purpose.
- The **Pillars** are the funding and policy that support the development of a field and enable realization of the field’s purpose.
The Vision—And How We Can Achieve It

Here, we lay out a vision for each of the 4Ps in a mature adaptation field, and compare that vision to the field as it stands today. We assess the field’s critical needs and offer recommendations—for the field as a whole and for specific actors.

### PURPOSE

**Vision**

A well-developed adaptation field creates the nationwide capacity to effectively and equitably close the resilience gap for all. It understands its mission as preventing, minimizing, and alleviating climate change threats to human well-being and to the natural and built systems on which humans depend. It also works to create new opportunities by addressing the causes and consequences of climate change in ways that solve related social, environmental, and economic problems.

**Current status**

The US adaptation field has not yet found its common purpose. It is not evenly galvanized around a common problem, nor oriented around a shared vision. For some, the goal is to alleviate emerging climate change consequences, while for others, resilience building must address root causes of insecurity. The common problem of climate change, of course, is shared and increasingly recognized as a major challenge (from local to global levels). The emergence of climate change impacts is rapidly raising awareness of the need for adaptation, even if this recognition is not yet universal. However, due in part to the relatively limited and widely varying impacts to date, climate change is not seen as a priority everywhere. And Americans still differ significantly—in a highly polarized and politicized environment—in their acceptance of the human causation of climate change. The result is a lack of urgency around addressing climate change through mitigation and adaptation.

**Key needs**

- A greater sense of urgency to vastly step up action on both mitigation and adaptation.
- A unifying values framework to guide adaptation.
- Clear regional, sectoral, national, and cross-cutting priorities to drive focus.
RISING TO THE CHALLENGE TOGETHER

Recommendations

To foster a common purpose, adaptation field actors must:

- Communicate the urgency of climate change more forcefully, widely, and effectively in ways that are tailored to different audiences and foster confidence that people can implement effective solutions;
- Insist on the need to address climate challenges through both mitigation and adaptation, in ways that enhance equity and social cohesion;
- Convene stakeholders, at all levels, in order to craft a common understanding of the problem and a vision of a desirable future;
- Identify problems that intersect with climate challenges, and use climate-adaptive solutions that help close the resilience gap.

PEOPLE

Vision

The mature adaptation field is a powerful, widely recognized, confident, respected, and deeply integrated area of work accomplished by people who share a common identity. Individuals, communities, organizations, businesses, and government agencies have taken full ownership of the complementary strategies of climate mitigation and adaptation, implemented in ways that build social cohesion and equity. With ready access to a wide range of relevant expertise, interconnected field actors share goals and collaborate. Individuals and institutions within the field have adopted a culture and practice of adaptive thinking and acting in a world of constant and potentially disruptive change. Extensive networks actively and deliberately share knowledge and resources. Social capital, inclusivity, and a collaborative spirit supports actors’ informal and formal work together.

Current status

A growing number of actors are now involved in adaptation and resilience building, and some are already well connected, beginning to form a sense of community and shared identity. Early on, dominant actors included academics, government staff, and environmental NGOs; more recently, they have been joined by city and other local officials and grassroots advocates who now play an important role in moving adaptation forward. Utilities and private-sector actors are also entering the adaptation field in growing numbers. There are important overlaps between the field and the climate justice movement, with movement leaders shaping alternative visions of a climate- and community-resilient future. Still, while the overall number of people involved with resilience building is growing, smaller cities and rural areas are at risk of being left behind, and the field does not yet have a widely recognized core of leaders to help articulate a shared vision and common values around which others might mobilize.

Key needs

- Greater engagement by previously uninvolved actors, such as the private sector, youth, and those who do not see themselves as adaptation practitioners.
- Leaders at all levels who can champion adaptation in their sectors.
- Effective utilization of existing networks.

Recommendations

To broaden the circle of people engaged in resilience building, adaptation field actors must:

- Engage the private sector, youth, and underrepresented actors, including those in small towns and rural areas;
- Bring people together around common problems to define a shared vision and adaptation action agenda, including agreed-upon measures of progress and success;
- Reach out to research institutions, agencies, and professional societies to identify entry points into climate change and adaptation.

PRACTICE

Vision

The mature adaptation field has available exemplary models and best practices of how to adapt effectively and equitably. These practices are widely known and backed up with robust evidence. Rigorous profes-
sional standards as well as certification and training in core concepts, technical issues, and ethical challenges are established and applied. Ongoing tracking of progress and feedback mechanisms support rapid learning, cross-fertilization, and the maturation of the field’s practice, driving toward transformation. The field uses 21st-century communication tools to broadcast the urgency of climate action. Co-creative science–practice partnerships are the norm, allowing for ongoing exchange between knowledge generation and application. The field also facilitates networking and collaboration at scale. Field actors everywhere are skilled in approaching adaptation challenges through integrative, holistic, and out-of-the-box thinking, while embracing uncertainty. They help communities envision desirable futures and empower them through awareness raising and coalition building.

Current status

Important progress has been made in adaptation practice over the past several years. The knowledge base for adaptation is improving, and peer-learning networks have emerged as effective ways of spreading practices and insights. Human-capacity building has helped advance climate and adaptation literacy. Most practitioners recognize the need to assess impacts and vulnerabilities and seek to mainstream adaptive approaches into existing processes and structures. Many also recognize the need to collaborate across silos and disciplinary boundaries, and to move from planning to implementation. Still, the field requires much more professionalization and deepening to be effective. Best practice is not yet established and there are considerable barriers to action, including competition for scarce funds. There is little understanding of and capacity on social equity and the need for transformational change. Some call for more systemic changes. Yet, without a unifying vision, much-enhanced capacity, and sustained investment in communication, the field does not effectively share its work and successes internally or with external audiences.

Key needs

- More and better tools to persuade decision makers, funders, and the public of the need to adapt.
- Greater sophistication and professionalization of practice.
- Greater capacity on social equity and transformative change.

Recommendations

To rapidly advance the breadth and quality of practice, adaptation field actors must:

- Develop analyses and communication tools that:
  - Make the economic case for adaptation;
  - Assess and disclose climate risk;
  - Measure progress toward resilience; and
  - Tell positive stories of success—especially in vulnerable communities.
- Build capacity for adaptation and transformative change by:
  - Professionalizing practice through certification and training;
  - Breaking down silos and other divisions to address resilience challenges holistically;
  - Developing leadership, understanding, and metrics on equity; and
  - Embracing the need for and investing in transformative change.

PILLARS

Vision

Philanthropic and government funders and private investors are fully committed to funding field building and resilience building until the resilience gap is closed. Funding is not only available after disasters, but is sustained and coordinated for proactive, preventive measures. Funders help to grow resources commensurate with the threat, build funding coalitions, and support the development of new financial instruments and systems to support transformative interventions. The economic case for adaptation is well established. Policymakers at all levels fully embrace the need for mitigation and adaptation, enacting strong resilience legislation, removing legal and institutional barriers, and requiring the implementation of stringent mitigation and adaptation practice with attention to social cohesion and equity. Policies that support the adoption of best practices and climate-adaptive standards for buildings, infrastructure, and other systems are applied, evaluated, and regularly updated.

Current status

Funding and policy to support the field are inadequate, inconsistent, uncoordinated, and not solidly anchored.
Funding and policy to support the field are inadequate, inconsistent, uncoordinated, and not solidly anchored or institutionalized. Where funding is available, it is predominantly project- or crisis-driven and—with the retreat of the federal government—increasingly scarce. Thus funding, which was already one of the most critical barriers to adaptation, is now utterly inadequate to meet growing needs for proactive adaptation and disaster response as climate change impacts accelerate. Adaptation policy at the federal level—after several years of leadership and executive-branch progress—is currently being dismantled or undermined. This places greater pressure on state and local leadership, which is growing, albeit unevenly, across the US. The conversation about standard setting and other high-impact leverage points is only beginning, while the demand for shifts in policy goals and direction at all levels of government is rapidly growing.

**Key needs**

- Creative, sustained, and coordinated financing and funding mechanisms.
- Effective adaptation-related policy at every level of government.
- More strategic interventions to help diverse sets of adaptation professionals meet critical needs and achieve higher impact.

**Recommendations**

To strengthen the supportive pillars of funding and policy, adaptation field actors must:

- Create new funding mechanisms, such as regional funding collaboratives;
- Encourage greater coordination and collaboration among existing funders in the field;
- Develop and implement interventions that can scale up adaptation efforts, including:
  - Policy levers;
  - Regional support and leveraging of local efforts;
  - Collaboration with professional societies; and
  - Establishment of stringent standards affecting all climate-sensitive structures and activities.

---

**What You Can Do to Advance Adaptation in the US**

All readers of this report have a role to play in adapting to climate change—whether or not you identify as an adaptation professional. Below is a sample of priority actions for various actors within and outside the field; more detail on how to find your role and make a contribution can be found in Chapter 5.

- The most important thing **thought leaders** can do to advance the field is to press the urgency of climate change. They must insist on the need to address climate challenges through both mitigation and adaptation in ways that enhance equity and social cohesion. Thought leaders can push the field to think bigger, bolder, and deeper about challenges and solutions.

- The most important thing **field builders and supporters** can do is to expand and stabilize the funding support for the field and to use every leverage point, including policy, to move adaptation forward rapidly, effectively, and equitably. The task is one of acceleration, scaling up, and ensuring deeper practice.

- The most important thing **field actors and implementers** can do is to make resilience building real on the ground—to implement mitigation and adaptation in equitable and just ways so that American communities are safer for all. This includes deepening practice on equity and transformative solutions, learning from peers and those outside the field, sharing lessons learned, and breaking down silos and other divisions to address resilience challenges holistically.

- The most important thing **supporters and actors currently outside the field** can do is to assess their sector's sensitivities to climate change and disruptions, educate themselves about adaptation, and forge alliances with relevant actors in the adaptation field.
Conclusion: We Can and Must Rise to the Challenge—Together

As climate disruptions increase, decision makers will face a host of unprecedented problems. These will likely include massive migrations of people within and outside the US, as well as threats to vital systems like food, water, and energy. To rise to the challenge, the adaptation field must rapidly grow in size, scope, and sophistication.

That process has begun. The nascent field of climate adaptation represents an important achievement. The changes made to date mark the beginning of a profound cultural shift for modern society, as we move out of the relatively stable climate in which our species has thrived. The new era we are entering will be vastly more uncertain, faster-paced, and more complex than anything we have experienced; it will pose daunting social, political, economic, technological, and ecological challenges. The people and institutions that comprise the adaptation field have begun to recognize those challenges and shape a response. But the challenge becomes clearer with every disaster.

There is much that needs to be done, and we each have a unique role to play. Wherever we sit, we must become relentless questioners of the status quo. We must ask the climate question: Are the enduring structures we build able to withstand—and mitigate—climate change? And we must ask the equity question: Are climate risks and opportunities shared equitably? We must learn and measure progress together, as the pace and complexity of the problem—unfolding in unique ways across a vast nation—is too large to address, track, or assess alone. Together, we can rise to the challenge.

The vibrancy of the field we witnessed in the course of this study gives us much hope. The adaptation field’s collective energy to address climate change stems from love of place and people, passion for our work, determination, and commitment to make a difference. It is fed by a desire to serve, and the lure of opportunities to be creative and solve difficult problems. It is sustained by the friendships that unite us, and sometimes even by the anger and frustration with the status quo that could just as easily divide us. The efforts needed to navigate the transformational changes ahead require nothing less. We urge you to join us.
CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 The Climate Challenge Before Us

The climate is changing, and society is at rapidly growing risk. Midway through the second decade of the 21st century, American society—and the world—face stark environmental, economic, security, health, and political challenges. To address those challenges in ways that reduce risks and create opportunities that benefit humanity is a tall order indeed. Here in the US, repeated weather-related disasters and accelerating climate change impacts are affecting growing numbers of Americans, particularly in cities. In fact, the challenges of climate adaptation and resilience building have become an everyday reality for decision makers across the country.

Human-caused climate change is a scientifically firmly established and well-documented reality. While widely acknowledged as a crucial, maybe even existential, threat to humans, other species, and Earth’s life-support system on which we all depend, a vocal minority of the US population—including powerful elites in the Trump Administration and Congress—continue to deny this scientific consensus. And even when people agree that climate change is a problem, a profound lack of urgency to take action prevails, reflecting both a lack of understanding of Earth's dynamics and the climate momentum already set in motion, as well as the more immediately pressing concerns of day-to-day life.

These disconnects notwithstanding, climate change has been declared a significant risk to climate-sensitive sectors and investments, economic activity, the fiscal soundness of the federal budget, and human welfare. Contributions to this understanding include: the ever-more dire global scientific assessments of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and its Congressionally mandated, national equivalent, the National Climate Assessment; the documentation of humanity now exceeding four out of nine planetary boundaries; and data-driven judgments by economists, the insurance community, the World Bank, the Risky Business collaborative, and the non-partisan US Government Accountability Office.

In the international arena, 195 nations—including the US—signed the historic Paris Climate Accord in December 2015, agreeing to limit warming to less than 3.6°F (2°C) above pre-industrial levels by the end of the 21st century, and preferably to less than 2.7°F (1.5°C). Achieving such a global political agreement as documented in the Paris Accord was an impressive and necessary start, but the most important work—putting it into action and going beyond the initial goal—is yet to be done. Even if countries adhere to their commitments under the Accord, emissions will still warm the planet by approximately 5°F (3°C) above pre-industrial levels unless more-ambitious reductions are made. To that end, the Paris Accord creates a policy mechanism for successively more-ambitious emissions reductions and adaptation targets.

However, in June 2017, the Trump Administration withdrew the US from the Paris Accord, attracting widespread criticism from the global policy, scientific, business, and advocacy communities. While the withdrawal may prove temporary, many bemoan the loss of US leadership and credibility in international affairs and in the global market for clean energy. And any lag in commitment to stringent climate action makes it ever more challenging to reach the ultimate goal of the Accord (limiting warming to 2°C).

Meanwhile, atmospheric CO₂ concentrations are now above 400 parts per million—a level not seen in at least three million years—and still rising. This means that concentrations are still following a “business-as-usual” pathway—in other words, largely unchecked. If this trajectory continues, global average warming could be as much as 9°F (5°C) above pre-industrial levels by 2100, a scenario that “must be avoided,” according to the World Bank. However, there are signs that the rate of CO₂ emissions growth is slowing, and the voluntary cuts called for in the Paris Accord should yield pathways that are lower than the business-as-usual scenario. How much lower depends largely on the scale and speed of emissions reductions.

The challenges that must be overcome to avoid these higher warming scenarios, however, are tremendous. In the lead-up to the IPCC’s 2018 Special Report on 1.5°C warming, a growing number of studies are being published that detail just how challenging it is to still limit warming to levels most consider tolerable and manageable in terms of impacts and adaptation challenges.

Regardless of how emissions unfold in the future, climate change is already affecting Americans—in rural areas, small towns, and large cities. And climate impacts are accelerating: global surface temperatures are warming...
at increasing rates, and the number of warm extremes now far exceeds the number of cold extremes. The world’s oceans are absorbing heat and carbon dioxide, becoming warmer and more acidic as a result, and undermining the ability of coral reefs and other shelled organisms to reproduce and survive. This poses a major threat to global marine biodiversity and seafood supplies. Since the early 1990s, the global sea level has risen at double the rate of the previous 100 years (or more). Even more disconcerting, recent projections point to ever greater sea-level rise by 2100, with some recent studies suggesting that as much as 8 feet of average global sea-level rise by 2100 can no longer be excluded.

Evidence of climate-driven changes is emerging across the US in the form of extreme events and other progressively more severe impacts. For example:

- “Nuisance flooding” that impacts infrastructure and disrupts daily life is accelerating in many coastal cities (Figure 1).
- Intense storms—such as Sandy, Katrina, Harvey, Irma, and Maria—were worsened by warmer oceans and higher sea level.
- Prolonged droughts and unusual seasonal patterns have disrupted biological processes and agricultural production in the Midwest and California.
- Thousands of Americans regularly suffer the effects of extreme heat and extended allergy seasons.
- Increasingly, there are more subtle and insidious mental health impacts from disasters, as well as growing uncertainty, displacement, and climate-driven losses from Hawai’i to Alaska and Louisiana to Maine.

Many types of climate-related disasters are on the rise, and adaptation will only become more difficult. Because of population growth and development in vulnerable places, the world, including the US, is now regularly—and increasingly frequently—witnessing multi-billion-dollar climate-related disasters. Over the past five years, Americans experienced at least 10 major disasters per year, each generating more than $1 billion in damages—double the average number of such events from 1980-2016. The actual cost of disasters is considerably larger, as these figures capture only the insured value of lost property, but not the long-lasting ripple effects on businesses and communities. In the US and around the world, it is the least fortunate who bear the greatest social, economic, health, and environmental costs from disasters.

And worse is yet to come. Today’s disasters and disruptions, while devastating, reflect relatively modest climatic changes. The warming we have experienced so far has mostly stayed below the thresholds of human tolerance and infrastructure design, and it has arrived at a pace that government decisions could keep up with. But current emissions and accelerated warming trends point to far worse consequences to come. It is challenging to grasp that—at least in the foreseeable future—we will not experience such a stable climate again.

Instead, in coming years, our adaptation efforts will contend with a rapidly warming climate and an ever-smaller window of time to prepare for impacts that may well exceed the capacity of our systems. Many of those impacts will happen more frequently and with greater intensity. And, as the climate continues to change, it is more likely that we will see “surprises” or unexpected and rapid shifts. For example, with Arctic sea ice declining more rapidly than projected, the loss of sunlight-reflecting ice is rapidly warming polar oceans and catalyzing the release of methane from Arctic soil. This additional release of greenhouse gases may further accelerate global warming and is likely to have unpredictable and potentially far-reaching consequences for lower-latitude regions.

It is difficult to predict the full impacts of a changing climate. A recent review of climate change impacts on biodiversity and ecosystems, for example, concluded that it is largely unknown at this time whether distressed, disrupted, and disconnected ecosystems are capable of delivering the quantity and quality of ecosystem goods and services on which a growing and largely urbanized human population is making increasing demands.
Moreover, complexity of interacting stresses will make planning and management more challenging. One recent study, for example, illustrated this complexity in an exploration of how the globally adopted Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) can be achieved simultaneously. While meeting all targets is highly dependent on meeting overarching climate goals, some specific sustainability goals can be met with policies and practices that synergistically enhance each other, while others can only be met via profound trade-offs, pointing to resource, economic, and social limits the world has yet to confront.

From the challenges associated with emerging impacts, and from those still to come, the message is clear: Now is the time to fast-track climate mitigation efforts to preserve a livable future (Figure 2). Given the scale of climate change already set in motion—which, for some systems, such as large ice sheets and the oceans, is practically irreversible on human timescales—it is time to accelerate and scale up adaptation while blazing transformative paths to an equitable, resilient future.

These trends and necessities frame and shape our study, analysis, and recommendations.

1.2 Overview and Approach of This Study

In the fall of 2016, The Kresge Foundation—one of the leading foundations supporting climate adaptation and resilience building in the US—commissioned a review of its climate adaptation portfolio and an assessment of the state of the field of adaptation. From the start, The Kresge Foundation conceived of this study not as a proprietary analysis for its exclusive use, but as a resource that would draw on, and give back to, the larger adaptation and resilience community. The study we undertook, and report on here, aims to:

- Develop an up-to-date understanding of the state of the adaptation field in the US;
- Glean lessons from a subset of Kresge grantees over the past seven years;
- Identify emerging opportunities to move adaptation and resilience building forward;
- Share insights with, and thus galvanize, the existing and emerging adaptation/resilience community; and
- Inform The Kresge Foundation’s forward-looking strategy.

To accomplish these goals, this assessment includes significant new, independent data gathering and analysis. It is also informed by, and builds on, several important recent efforts:

- The Third National Climate Assessment (NCA3), which included an assessment of US adaptation activities through 2013, as well as multiple other national, sectoral, and regional reviews.
- A series of reports commissioned or supported by Kresge since NCA3:
  - A set of case studies of community-based adaptation;
  - A review of local adaptation needs versus adaptation resources and services;
  - A scan of and strategy paper for urban resilience-building efforts;
  - An assessment of efforts needed to build resilience for low-income communities and communities of color;
  - An assessment of the extent to which professional societies are taking on adaptation; and
  - An assessment of the state of the green infrastructure workforce.

Figure 2: Wind power is one of the most rapidly growing renewable energy sources in the US, and an essential part of accelerated climate mitigation efforts. Land-based wind power also provides crucial income sources to those whose land is used for windmills. Source: National Renewable Energy Laboratory
• An international “resilience field-building survey” undertaken by The Rockefeller Foundation in 2014, which largely focused on online research and knowledge-sharing platforms supporting the field.  
• The federal government’s 2016 review of investments in community resilience.  
• Research on lessons from regional US climate collaboratives.  

(See Box 1 for definitions of core concepts.)

Using these resources, combined with new research, this study offers a framework through which the US adaptation field might view itself. It also provides an up-to-date, overall assessment of the field’s development and possible future directions.

Our research effort got underway in December 2016, just after Americans elected a new Republican Administration and Republican majorities in the US Senate and House of Representatives. That political sea change makes this state-of-the-field assessment both more critical and more challenging. The bulk of the data collection and analysis took place against a backdrop of increasing uncertainty in the US adaptation community, and amid rising concern about the loss of momentum on climate in the US and globally. That concern was reinforced by the appointment of key cabinet members who do not support science or climate policy—sparking science and climate protest marches in the spring of 2017.

Many communities were, and still are, attempting to strengthen efforts to protect lives and improve livelihoods in the face of accelerating climate pressures. However, with the new Administration’s immediate intent to drastically change health care, environmental, social, security, and economic policies, there was increasing concern that these efforts would be undermined, under-supported, or otherwise weakened.

In that context, this report endeavors to provide greater insight into the progress made in recent years and illuminate areas in which, in light of resource and other constraints, the field can advance and enable US communities to meet the climate challenge.

**Study methods.** The study synthesized here involved two closely related, but distinct, tasks: to review a sub-sample of The Kresge Foundation’s climate adaptation portfolio, and to place that work in the context of the activities and trends in the larger adaptation field. To accomplish this, we used multiple methods to collect diverse data with the aim of creating a robust picture of the state of the adaptation field (Figure 3). Throughout, we worked closely with Kresge staff to ensure the research would adequately respond to the questions the Foundation sought to answer. Moreover, an advisory group provided input into the research design and interpretation of findings, and offered feedback on a draft of this report.

![Figure 3: A multi-method approach was used to create a robust understanding of the state of the adaptation field in the US.](image-url)

First, we undertook an extensive review of both academic and non-academic literature—including numerous reports produced by Kresge grantees—to contextualize current US adaptation efforts. That literature review informed and complemented the information collected through other research methods.

The next step entailed 78 semi-structured interviews with 87 interviewees. They included selected Kresge grantees (46 individuals at 40 grantee institutions), other thought leaders (30), the project’s advisory group (6) and Kresge staff (5). The interviewees included representatives of the public, private, and NGO/civic sectors and academia, with individuals covering a wide range of adaptation-related expertise and perspectives. Just over 60% of the interviewees were women, and just below 40% were men. The interviews lasted 82 minutes, on average (ranging from 36 to 128 minutes), and covered 20–25 questions each and numerous follow-up probes.

The interviews were complemented with an online survey (39 multiple-choice, rating, and open-ended questions), developed in parallel with the interview questions and targeted at the same project participants (except Kresge staff).
Box 1: A Note on Core Concepts: Kresge's and Our Use of Key Terms

The Kresge Foundation, largely following international and scientific convention, understands *adaptation* to mean efforts undertaken to prepare for and manage anticipated or experienced impacts of global climate change and related extremes. This includes both planning and implementation of place-based adaptation efforts as well as field-building initiatives. Support for such efforts has been a distinct focus of Kresge’s Environment Program since 2009.

In 2014, Kresge formally refocused its climate change grantmaking strategy toward the broader concept of *resilience*. Kresge uses the term differently than most disciplinary definitions. For Kresge, building resilience in the face of climate change requires:

- Reducing the causes of human-driven climate change (mitigation);
- Preparing for and managing the impacts of climate change (adaptation); and
- Doing both by applying a social equity lens, with attention to procedural, distributional, structural, and transgenerational aspects of equity.

*Equity* means ensuring that people—regardless of race, gender, class, or any other trait—have access to the rights, legal protections, assets, and resources they need to create healthy, productive, and meaningful lives for themselves. Ensuring equity in this way will vastly improve the adaptive capacity of those often most vulnerable to the impacts of climate change. This is distinguished from *equality*, which aims to treat everyone the same and ensure equal rights, regardless of their current status. In short, for The Kresge Foundation, building resilience means addressing climate change and building *social cohesion* (the willingness of members of society to cooperate with each other to work toward the well-being of all members, to fight exclusion and marginalization, create a sense of belonging, promote trust, and offer opportunities for upward mobility) at the same time, so as to fundamentally address underlying vulnerabilities and legacies of injustice. Throughout the report, we thus pay particular attention to *climate justice*, a term that relates the causes, effects, and responsibility for climate change solutions to environmental and social justice and thus brings the ethical and political dimensions of climate change to the fore.

Building on a conceptualization advanced by the Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS), in this report we also repeatedly speak of closing the *resilience gap* (Figure 4). This gap describes “the degree to which a community or nation [or sector] is unprepared for damaging climate effects—and therefore the degree to which people will suffer from climate-related events.” Closing the resilience gap, according to UCS and consistent with Kresge’s understanding of resilience-building, can only be achieved through significantly scaled up mitigation and adaptation efforts, enacted with a concerted effort to build social cohesion and equity.

For the purposes of this study, we use climate adaptation and resilience interchangeably unless we specifically describe or distinguish particular meanings that emerged from our research. Since most grantees included in the sub-sample of the Kresge portfolio reviewed for this study focus primarily on climate adaptation (with occasional co-benefits for mitigation) and their focus on equity varies, our primary focus is on climate change adaptation as defined by Kresge and the scientific community. To the extent that these adaptation or resilience-building efforts aim to redress fundamental injustices evident in social and human–environment relations, economic systems, legal structures and processes, and the underlying worldviews and mindsets that created them, we consider them *transformative*. Efforts undertaken exclusively to address current climate vulnerabilities or other social and environmental challenges without regard to a rapidly changing climate were not part of the portfolio or literature reviewed.
The study also included a detailed analysis of grantee portfolios, each containing one or more project reports over the granting period. We analyzed 42 funding recipients (38 of them unique). Of those grantees, 17 were classified by Kresge as undertaking “place-based innovations” (39 reports), and 25 grantees were classified as engaged in associated or cross-cutting “field-building initiatives” (71 reports). Grants included in this study were selected by Kresge as representative of the program’s climate adaptation portfolio.

Since a strategic reorientation in 2014, Kresge’s climate-resilience grantmaking is primarily focused on urban areas, to align with the Foundation’s purpose of creating opportunity for low-income people in American cities. Earlier investments focused on cities as well as rural areas and natural ecosystem adaptation. The portfolio review includes a sub-sample of the earlier and more recent grants in each of these areas.

Finally, feedback on preliminary findings and input on potential ways to advance US adaptation were elicited from 88 invited individuals (study participants and others) during a half-day, facilitated workshop at the National Adaptation Forum 2017 in St. Paul, Minnesota.

The list of study participants can be found in Appendix A, and a detailed description of the research approach and methods in Appendix B, along with interview protocols and the survey instrument. Detailed syntheses of the interview findings are available upon request from the research team. The insights from the literature review are woven throughout the report. The study’s advisory group and Foundation leads are listed in Appendix D.

1.3 Key Audiences, Intent, and Overview of the Report

A wide variety of communities across the US are now engaged in efforts to adapt to climate change—albeit still too few. Cities have been leading in the US in this respect. While this is an exciting new challenge for some, it remains a difficult struggle for others. Some have self-organized and are well connected to peer-learning networks, while others face climate change practically on their own. Resources and capacities are unevenly distributed among the entities engaging in adaptation, and the specific challenges of adaptation vary across geographies, sectors, and levels of governance. Such differences in the stage of adaptation, different conditions from which to launch adaptation, and widely differing adaptation challenges create a diverse set of audiences for this report.

Audiences. This report speaks to those who are helping to build the adaptation field, and to those who work to prepare for and respond to growing climate risks in a complex and fast-moving world. Thus, our primary audiences are (also summarized in Figure 5):

- Thought leaders providing guidance to the adaptation field;
- Field builders and supporters working to advance adaptation;
- Field actors and implementers seeking to make American communities safer and more resilient; and
- Other partners, currently outside the field, who are needed to close the resilience gap.

Thought leaders can be found in government, business, environmental or community groups, philanthropy, academia, in the leadership of movements, or in consultancies. These leaders are willing to think bigger, bolder, and outside the box; they often initiate change processes that deviate from historical patterns of “what we’ve always done.” In so doing, they are able to innovate, break down divisions and barriers, do the unprecedented and unexpected, and take on the task of rapidly advancing our collective resilience-building efforts.

Intent. Our research findings describe what these individuals and groups have accomplished to date and where we have fallen short as a field. Our intent was to listen carefully to the varied experiences and views of study participants, place them into the context of the broader adaptation and resilience literature, and critically assess the emergent field of adaptation. We wanted to understand what drives the adaptation community forward, what holds it back, what is happening already, what is only emerging, and what is not (yet) happening but should. Ultimately, we seek to move forward collectively and build the nationwide capacity to close the resilience gap by rapidly and radically limiting the extent of climate change, minimizing the impacts, and doing so in ways that account for and remedy social inequities.

While appreciating the enormous hard work already being done, and fully acknowledging that it has taken valiant and exhausting efforts just to get where we are, we did not create a feel-good report that lets us rest on our laurels. The accelerating pace, all-encompassing scope, and global scale of climate change converging with other societal and environmental challenges—juxtaposed with the sheer difficulty of challenging and changing thinking, politics, and institutions to close the resilience gap—leave us rather worried about the state of adaptation efforts in the US at this time. Some fields
of practice have the luxury of evolving at their own pace; in the field of climate adaptation, failure or slow adoption could mean death and destruction. Incremental progress in adaptation simply does not match the rapidly accelerating pace of climate change.

Thus, this report is designed to inform our intended audiences in a way that can advance the field as a whole—and quickly. This is not a “how-to-adapt” report. Instead, it aims to help a diverse and rapidly emerging field understand where we are, how we got here, and where we can and should go next.

Overview. The report takes the reader from a vision of a mature adaptation field, to findings about its current state and gaps, and finally to recommendations for moving forward toward this vision.

- Chapter 2 introduces the central concept of our study—the notion of a “field of practice”—and provides a conceptual framework that guides the entire report and a vision of a mature adaptation field.
- Chapter 3—the first of the “findings” chapters—offers an assessment of the state of the field through the eyes of our study participants, providing an integrative description of the state of the US adaptation field, based on our research.
- Chapter 4—the second of the “findings” chapters—synthesizes what we heard from our study participants about the needs of the field, reflecting critical roadblocks to its advancement at this time.
- Chapter 5 provides a critical assessment of the state of the field and offers a series of audience-tailored recommendations. They are guided by a context-sensitive approach to prioritizing the implementation of these recommendations so that all readers can find a way to contribute to building a mature adaptation field that is capable of closing the resilience gap over the next decade.

We hope that many will read this report, and be inspired to work with commitment and enthusiasm to make America safer, healthier, economically more secure, and more just as we head into an increasingly challenging climate future. Because the challenge is big and significant progress is possible, even in difficult times, we conclude our study with a clarion call to action.

![Figure 5: The key audiences for our report – thought leaders, field builders, field actors, and external partners – are required to close the resilience gap.](image-url)
CHAPTER 2

The Role and Power of a Professional Field
A critical assessment of the US adaptation field requires a lens through which to examine it. We begin our assessment by defining the characteristics of a field in Section 2.1. We then lay out an easy-to-remember framework through which to look at a field in Section 2.2, relate professional fields to social movements in Section 2.3, and articulate why it matters to have a well-developed field in Section 2.4. We use these insights to create a vision of a mature adaptation field in Section 2.5. We offer this vision as a beacon to work toward, but also as an ideal against which to assess the field’s current state. The gap between the current state and our vision of a mature field drives the recommendations we put forward at the end of this report.

2.1 Defining a Field

The specific meaning of a “field” was not widely known or shared among study participants. For some in our study, the term “field” referred narrowly to a professional field of practice; for others—used more loosely—it was shorthand for community; and for still others, it was interpreted as the “state of the art.”

For the purposes of this report, we combine several existing definitions, each highlighting a different field component. Together, these definitions allow us to comprehensively describe and assess the current state of the adaptation field, and help it become more mature and effective. Thus, we define a field as “a community of organizations and individuals working together to solve a common set of problems, develop a common body of theory and knowledge, or advance and apply common practices,” whose practitioners are “engaged in shared goals, values, and actions over time, […] who bring different skills and capacities to these shared actions.”

A field also requires mechanisms to produce and share knowledge, foster literacy in key concepts and approaches, develop and set professional skills and standards, create and maintain networks of actors to share ideas and spread best practices, and generate adequate support through funding mechanisms and policy.

Yet, while such a comprehensive definition is appropriate to capture the many dimensions of the adaptation field, it is challenging to hold in mind. We have thus developed a simplified framework of field components that is directly derived from this definition, but that is more intuitive and manageable. We call this framework “the 4Ps of a field.”

2.2 The 4Ps of a Field

The many elements of a field cluster around four interlinked, foundational components: **Purpose, People, Practice and Pillars** (Figure 6).

The **Purpose** is the widely valued goal a field is focused on or organized around. The field’s purpose is centered on the clear delineation of a common problem, and linked to a vision of a world in which that problem is addressed once and for all—or—in the case of climate change—is being addressed in an ongoing manner.

Often, fields emerge around an initial problem framing that evolves over time, partly because of changed problem understanding, partly because actors aim to make the problem (and associated vision) as compelling to different audiences as possible. Sometimes, problem and purpose framings change because initial problem areas have been resolved but new, related problems emerge. As such, the Purpose component is a source of renewal and innovation for a field and provides opportunities for actors to test ideas and practices.

The **People** are the field actors—the individuals, organizations, and networks—that come together to address a particular problem and, in so doing, create a field of practice. Over the course of a field’s evolution, the community of organizations and individuals grows and changes, and it often overlaps with other fields. This field component includes visible leaders and many others who carry out the work of the field.

Networks among field actors emerge as a crucial element as they help people share knowledge, ideas, and resources within the field, and pull in new ideas and resources from outside the network. They serve important peer-learning and collaborative functions.

In a mature field, a common identity unites otherwise unconnected actors around an overlapping set of problems, ideas, and practices. This common identity can help people find grounds for collaboration and adds to the strength of the social capital within the field.

The **Practice** consists of actions taken and the knowledge, tools, and skills used to fulfill the field’s purpose. In a mature field, a shared set of practices is guided by ideas that are rooted in a common set of theories, concepts, and approaches (a shared knowledge base) that are continually bolstered and refined by ongoing
research and learning. Put differently, a shared practice translates concepts into action and builds a body of trained, experienced people who can implement action effectively. Thus, a crucial aspect of a shared practice is continual skill building and deepening, advancing literacy in core aspects of the field, and fostering ways to integrate such applied knowledge across the field and other fields through highly skilled practitioners.

Innovation in knowledge and practice is integral to the practice component of a field, as specific problems and contexts change, and new needs emerge, all requiring novel solutions. Innovation also helps a field expand by creating new opportunities for application or refinement of practices.

Importantly, a field is networked not only for information sharing and peer learning, but also for collaboration. Routine collaboration is a sign of an advanced field, particularly if it occurs not only within sectors, disciplines, or government silos, but also across them. Such collaboration is enabled by shared goals, values, and action agendas. Collaboration is also crucial to garner the support of policymakers and the public. Individual actions, implemented haphazardly, are typically insufficient to make a real difference on the common problem. Instead, widespread implementation of action, coordinated through a common action agenda and aimed at shared goals, can be achieved through joint strategic planning and aligned complementary actions.

Communication provides a foundation for all of a field’s practices (although the current field-building literature does not spell this out explicitly). Here, we deliberately bring attention to communication as a cross-cutting practice, as the “glue” across all practices. It is an often called-for, but frequently neglected, area of work that enables a field to flourish and adapt. Communication to spread and become normalized in everyday life—to simply become “what we do.” As such, communication constitutes an essential practice that cuts across all others, holds the field together, and shares efforts, developments, needs, and successes within the field and to external audiences.

The 4Ps support the development of a field through funding and policy, enabling the realization of the field’s goals. Coordinated, complementary, and sustained funding and financing from various sources is essential. It enables the field to build problem understanding (for example, through investment in research), to support networking among field actors and efforts in community- and identity-building, and crucially, to build up the practice basis of a field.

Policy support, in the form of widely adopted policies, can bolster and legitimize a field. Policy can also scale up, and thus leverage, people and practice to make widespread and faster progress. Policy (and associated funding allocations) can provide incentives, establish standards of best practice and set expectations; it can also help overcome barriers that hold back widespread implementation of the shared action agenda.

Links among the 4Ps. As these brief descriptions make clear, there are many connections among the subcomponents of the 4Ps, as well as links between Purpose, People, Practice, and Pillars. For instance, people’s identity is shaped by shared values, goals, and actions. Collaboration is made easier through a common vision and shared practice, and results in coordinated actions. Community leaders and networks often define a common identity. And, as argued above, communication as a cross-cutting practice supports and enables all other parts of a field. The more a field coalesces, the more powerful is its force in garnering policy and funding support.
2.3 The Relationship Between Movements and Fields

Movements and fields are different but overlapping. Social movements arise out of profound grievances within a society. Defined by some as collective-action efforts aimed at social change from the bottom up, they typically involve “organizational structures and strategies that may empower oppressed populations to mount effective challenges and resist the more powerful and advantaged elites.”

How do movements affect a professional field? Importantly, movements raise awareness of problems otherwise invisible or ignored by the larger society, and they offer alternative visions of the future. Thus, they may very well define the purpose around which a field coalesces. With their demands, they set an ambition for the future, driving the field toward certain goals and actions.

Generally, movements do not seek to define or shape professional practice, but to change societal conditions and the values, policies, economic models, and funding priorities that underlie them. In so doing, they also change professional practices. For example, movement members may launch a campaign to protest unjust or discriminatory behavior and enact fair and equitable practices, which changes the norms within a field over time. By envisioning and promoting alternative values, or by engaging directly with those practicing a particular profession, they can help normalize the knowledge, actions, and behaviors that support the movement’s goals in everyday practices.

Movement members may also work within a certain profession, and, in turn, members of a professional field may choose to actively participate in movements (a People link between movement and field). Professionals of certain fields may also silently approve (or disapprove) of a movement’s claims and aims, and—depending on their alignment—enact the values promoted by the movement.

Finally, field builders and supporters may align themselves with movements and actively support movement building and the link between movements and fields, or they may respond to a movement’s demands through policy changes (reflecting the Pillars component of field building). Thus, there are important overlaps and mutual influences between movements and fields, but the two should not be conflated in means or ends.

Box 2: The Influence of the Climate Justice and Just Transition Movements on the US Adaptation Field

A movement has been growing—in the US and internationally—that presses not only for climate action, but for climate justice. It calls on society to:

- Avoid placing an uneven burden on those least responsible for contributing to the causes of climate change, and
- Support and protect those who are most vulnerable to climate impacts.

After considerable work to align perspectives and demands, the climate justice movement has found crucial allies in the just transition movement, which emerged from the longstanding struggle for environmental justice and equitable treatment of workers needing to transition out of toxic or “dirty” work environments. Together they campaign for clean, secure, and healthy livelihoods; equitable access to clean energy; and resilient communities (Figure 7).

The climate justice movement unites coalition partners around intersecting demands for a livable environment as well as economic and social justice—including gender equality, racial justice, civil rights, and environmental justice.

The movement demands deep, abiding, transformative change that addresses the root causes of climate change and social injustice. It challenges the legacies of resource extractivism—the idea that Earth and certain groups of people can be exploited for economic gain, regardless of environmental consequences or...
social injustice. Climate justice holds that addressing these root causes is essential to enabling communities to survive and thrive in the long term. The movement also asks the field to grapple with the potential for *maladaptation*—adaptation efforts that actually result in worsened climate change and increased climate vulnerabilities for people or the environment—such as promoting air conditioning to protect against heat, the use of which results in increased electricity consumption and thus increased carbon emissions.

The climate justice movement demands that policymakers and professionals (re)consider how they approach adaptation. For all to thrive in a climate-changed world, the movement argues, it is necessary to act in the interest of those previously neglected. Like other movements, the climate justice movement pushes for changes in thinking among those who are privileged to change the prospects for those disadvantaged by the current system. The movement has begun to influence the adaptation field: some in the field now apply a social justice lens to their resilience-building work, while others do not yet recognize that they can choose to act differently. As the movement grows in power, many expect it to further strengthen its influence on the field’s leadership and approaches.

**2.4 The Power of a Mature Field**

If the field of climate adaptation did not exist, or if the nascent field did not grow to maturity, would it matter to our collective ability to manage the risks from climate change? Based on the evidence we have gathered, reviewed, and assessed, we believe the answer is a resounding yes! A mature adaptation field matters profoundly to our collective ability to survive and thrive in a changing climate.

**There is power in a mature field.** Once a field is well established, people know where to turn for expertise and services. A field can distinguish good practices from bad, or at least offer reliable institutions to resolve questions and disputes. Those same institutions advance shared goals reflecting widely held values. And a mature field has a cadre of highly skilled people at the ready to address complex issues. These professionals have the institutional support, networks, and funding that enable them to take necessary actions. They stand on a foundation of well-established experience and knowledge, are adequately trained, and connect with others facing similar challenges to learn, share lessons and approaches, and advance the field’s purpose. A mature field normalizes particular practices, establishing them as “business-as-usual.” It has the political and public support to introduce appropriate or new solutions and promote best practices as standards to which practitioners must adhere. As a result, a mature field solves problems effectively, efficiently, and in an integrated manner, reducing societal burdens and creating new opportunities.

The need for a mature adaptation field is especially pronounced because climate adaptation is still considered a new and alternative practice, as opposed to an integral part of everyday work. That must change: making decisions or doing business without considering climate change is inadequate at best; at worst, it is wasteful and provides a false sense of security. As climate change unfolds, adaptive thinking, capacity, and knowledge
Purpose. The ultimate goal of a well-developed adaptation field is to create the nationwide capacity to effectively and equitably close the resilience gap. The field is singularly focused on working toward a world in which that gap is closed for all. It understands its mission as preventing, minimizing, and alleviating climate change threats to human well-being and to the natural and built systems on which humans depend. It also works to create new opportunities by addressing the causes and consequences of climate change in ways that solve related social, environmental, and economic problems.

People. The mature adaptation field is a powerful, widely recognized, confident, respected, and integrated area of work accomplished by people who share a common identity (Figure 8). Individuals, communities, organizations, businesses, and government agencies within the field have taken full ownership of the complementary strategy of climate mitigation and adaptation, implemented in ways that build social cohesion and equity, to achieve the transformational changes required to keep communities safe and thriving. With ready access to a wide range of relevant expertise, deeply interconnected field actors share goals and collaborate. Individuals and institutions within the field have adopted a culture and practice of adaptive thinking and acting in a world of constant and potentially disruptive change. Extensive networks actively and deliberately share knowledge and resources. Social capital, inclusivity, and a collaborative spirit—within and between networks—support actors’ informal and formal work together.

Practice. The field uses 21st-century communications platforms and tools to convey the urgency of climate action to media, the public, policymakers, and other professionals, and to identify and widely share adaptation stories and lessons learned. Field actors are also skilled in the oldest, most engaging form of communication—dialogue—to advance mutual understanding and, where possible, consensus around the challenges of transformative change. Effective, co-creative science–practice partnerships are the norm, allowing for ongoing exchange between knowledge generation and application. Both scientists and practitioners work closely to distill (and periodically update) core principles and tenets of adaptation knowledge and approaches. They produce, test, and assess an ongoing stream of innovations in a professional culture that always thinks “ten years ahead,” staying focused on long-term transformative goals. Exemplary models and best practices of how to adapt effectively and equitably are available, widely known, and backed up with robust evidence.

Rigorous professional standards and certification are established on the basis of consistent guiding principles that skilled professionals apply to diverse, unique, and complex contexts. Widely accessible professional trainings enable newcomers to the field to rapidly gain proficiency in core concepts, technical and social issues, and the ethical principles that guide the field’s work. Key competencies needed to build resilience are ubiquitous and drive toward transformation. Ongoing tracking of progress and well-established feedback mechanisms support rapid learning, cross-fertilization, and the maturation of the field’s practice. They also enable rapid response to current and emerging threats and critical needs. The field routinely must permeate society, changing how decision makers at every level and in every sector do their work. A mature adaptation field would be able to help those outside of it to make better-informed decisions. Moreover, as the federal government decreases its support and information resources for climate change action—even as climate risks multiply—the need for a mature adaptation field grows more acute (Box 3).

Box 3: What a Mature Adaptation Field Would Look Like

Purpose. The ultimate goal of a well-developed adaptation field is to create the nationwide capacity to effectively and equitably close the resilience gap. The field is singularly focused on working toward a world in which that gap is closed for all. It understands its mission as preventing, minimizing, and alleviating climate change threats to human well-being and to the natural and built systems on which humans depend. It also works to create new opportunities by addressing the causes and consequences of climate change in ways that solve related social, environmental, and economic problems.

People. The mature adaptation field is a powerful, widely recognized, confident, respected, and integrated area of work accomplished by people who share a common identity (Figure 8). Individuals, communities, organizations, businesses, and government agencies within the field have taken full ownership of the complementary strategy of climate mitigation and adaptation, implemented in ways that build social cohesion and equity, to achieve the transformational changes required to keep communities safe and thriving. With ready access to a wide range of relevant expertise, deeply interconnected field actors share goals and collaborate. Individuals and institutions within the field have adopted a culture and practice of adaptive thinking and acting in a world of constant and potentially disruptive change. Extensive networks actively and deliberately share knowledge and resources. Social capital, inclusivity, and a collaborative spirit—within and between networks—support actors’ informal and formal work together.

Practice. The field uses 21st-century communications platforms and tools to convey the urgency of climate action to media, the public, policymakers, and other professionals, and to identify and widely share adaptation stories and lessons learned. Field actors are also skilled in the oldest, most engaging form of communication—dialogue—to advance mutual understanding and, where possible, consensus around the challenges of transformative change. Effective, co-creative science–practice partnerships are the norm, allowing for ongoing exchange between knowledge generation and application. Both scientists and practitioners work closely to distill (and periodically update) core principles and tenets of adaptation knowledge and approaches. They produce, test, and assess an ongoing stream of innovations in a professional culture that always thinks “ten years ahead,” staying focused on long-term transformative goals. Exemplary models and best practices of how to adapt effectively and equitably are available, widely known, and backed up with robust evidence.

Rigorous professional standards and certification are established on the basis of consistent guiding principles that skilled professionals apply to diverse, unique, and complex contexts. Widely accessible professional trainings enable newcomers to the field to rapidly gain proficiency in core concepts, technical and social issues, and the ethical principles that guide the field’s work. Key competencies needed to build resilience are ubiquitous and drive toward transformation. Ongoing tracking of progress and well-established feedback mechanisms support rapid learning, cross-fertilization, and the maturation of the field’s practice. They also enable rapid response to current and emerging threats and critical needs. The field routinely must permeate society, changing how decision makers at every level and in every sector do their work. A mature adaptation field would be able to help those outside of it to make better-informed decisions. Moreover, as the federal government decreases its support and information resources for climate change action—even as climate risks multiply—the need for a mature adaptation field grows more acute (Box 3).
facilitates social networking, trust building, and collaboration at scale. Field actors everywhere are skilled in approaching adaptation challenges through systems, integrative, holistic, and out-of-the-box thinking while embracing deep uncertainty and risk-taking. They help communities envision desirable futures, and empower them through awareness raising, education, community-driven actions, coalition building, and changed processes and structures.

**Pillars.** Philanthropic and government funders and private investors are fully committed to funding field building and resilience building until the resilience gap is closed. Funding is not only available after disasters, but is sustained, coordinated, and available for proactive, preventive measures. Funders help to grow resources commensurate with the threat, build funding coalitions and inspire new financial instruments and systems to support transformative interventions. The economic case for adaptation is well established.

Policymakers at federal, regional, state, and local levels fully embrace the need for mitigation and adaptation, enacting strong resilience legislation and removing legal and institutional barriers to adaptation. Policy interventions are coordinated with funding instruments and approaches, supporting and requiring the implementation of stringent mitigation efforts and complementary adaptation practice with concerted attention to social cohesion and equity. Policies that support the adoption of best practices and climate-sensitive standards for buildings, infrastructure, and other systems are applied, evaluated, and regularly updated to move communities toward greater resilience in the face of climate disruptions.

As we will show in the next chapter, this vision of a mature field is not yet realized. Continued efforts in field building are required to support rapid, efficient, effective, and widespread progress on resilience in the US.
CHAPTER 3
US Resilience Building and Climate Adaptation in the First Two Decades of the 21st Century: Key Findings
With a frame for the adaptation field, we now turn to the key findings from the research. First, we investigate what study participants believed to be the state of the field and their perspectives on it. Then we consider how study participants described the field’s purpose, the people advancing the field, dominant practices of the field, and pillars of support for the field that help it stabilize and grow.

3.1 Perceived State of the Adaptation Field

On the existence of a field. Study participants differed on whether there is—or should be—an adaptation field. The research revealed a broad spectrum of opinions (Figure 9), which we synthesize into three distinct groups:

- **Most** believed the US adaptation field exists, **either in nascent or maturing form**. Signs of maturation include a growth of interest in adaptation; a set of professionals with adaptation expertise in academia, NGOs, cities, and consulting firms; the existence of philanthropic support; and a shared knowledge base. A few saw the potential for the field to “bust silos” by overcoming disciplinary and managerial divisions and by fostering collaboration among diverse actors. But most saw the field as still limited in scope. A significant number among this majority cautioned that the field suffers from a lack of social equity emphasis. “There is definitely not a field of practice with respect to social community adaptation,” meaning a community of practitioners who focus on securing and improving the lives of people. Others noted that actors in the field are “stuck” and have not expanded enough to include a broader set of expertise and voices (Box 4).

- **A minority** believed there should not or could not be a distinct adaptation field. Some observed that adaptation issues are too deeply embedded in other sectors or areas of work to merit a separate field. Instead, they said, all professionals should be aware of climate change impacts and address them as a key feature in their work. In this way, adaptation expertise and practice would grow, but not within a distinct field. Climate adaptation would become “an adjective to whatever subject matter expertise people have” or a “sub-field” of established disciplines and professions involved in building resilience (public works, private corporations, communications, etc.). At most, adaptation professionals would resemble general practitioners in medicine, with wide but non-specialized knowledge; they would refer clients to specialists when needed.

- **A small minority** believed there is no field at all yet, **but there should be**. Those participants pointed to the lack of common definitions, goals, language, well-established bodies of knowledge, professionalization, adequate funding, and supportive policy environments—all critical practices and pillars required to establish a field.

While many study participants had never considered looking to other fields for inspiration, some noted that more-established fields can offer lessons and best practices in field development. For example:

- **Greenhouse gas mitigation**, and related to it, **renewables and energy conservation**, particularly for engagement of both government and the private sector and for clear measures of progress;

- **Emergency management and disaster response** for its federal legislative framework, mandated local action, and measurable impact, including continuity planning and the involvement of the insurance sector;

- **Public health**, for catalyzing cultural shifts, translating science into practice, institutionalization, and consistent impact assessments; and

- **Urban planning**, for its diffusion of tools, knowledge of infrastructure and public works, and the creation of professional societies, such as the American Planning Association.

---

**Figure 9**: Study participants voiced a spectrum of opinions on the existence and current status of the US adaptation field. The size of the font indicates the proportion of interviewees expressing a certain opinion.
Box 4: Assessing the Status of Key Aspects of the US Adaptation Field

Survey participants were asked to rate the degree to which they felt selected aspects of the US adaptation field are developed at this time (Figure 10). Their responses suggest that the funding and policy environment is least developed (equivalent to the Pillars component in our 4P framework). Their assessment is nearly as pessimistic about the status of standards of practice (Practice). Opinions were more diverse regarding the shared knowledge base (Practice) and the question of whether there is a network of leaders (People). Strikingly, when asked in a separate question who respondents looked to as leaders of the field, among the 72 responses, only two people and five organizations (government agencies, NGOs, and foundations) were mentioned more than twice. In other words, while the US adaptation field may have a network of leaders, it is widely dispersed; expertise and thought leadership is not concentrated in particular places or organizations; and no one truly stands out as a field-wide leader. No question was asked about the Purpose component of the 4P framework.

Perceived Status of Various Aspects of the Current US Adaptation Field

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field Component</th>
<th>Not at all developed</th>
<th>Beginning to be developed</th>
<th>Somewhat developed</th>
<th>Well developed</th>
<th>Very well developed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Enabling funding &amp; policy environment</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network of leaders</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shared knowledge base</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set of standards of practice</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 10: Survey respondents were asked to rate the status of selected sub-components of the adaptation field.

3.2 Field Component: Purpose

Climate impacts are a key driver of the adaptation field. The field of adaptation has been driven, in large part, by increasingly pressing problems arising from climate change itself, providing purpose to disparate actors. Extreme events and accelerating climate impacts across the country are creating a sense of urgency and spurring action (Figure 11). Other factors, such as funding and political leadership, have also been driving adaptation, but these are often related to emerging crises.

Climate change “symptoms” demand attention. One interviewee—reflecting the responses of many—observed, “climate change is happening now, not 100 years from now.” Communities are facing more extreme climate events (named storms, floods, major wildfire outbreaks, and so on) as well as insidious impacts (droughts, sea-level rise, changes in growing seasons). In many parts of the US, these events are openly acknowledged as consistent with human-caused climate change; in other regions, it is still politically unwise to make this link.

Over the past few years, these climate impacts have raised awareness and galvanized action in several ways. In affected communities, people have become increasingly aware of the immediacy of the risks and “cannot go back to the old ways of doing things.” As a result, local practitioners typically “respond in pragmatic ways, regardless of political leanings.” In politically conservative areas, however, they tend to stay...
focused on the immediate problems and avoid talking about the underlying driver of human-caused climate change. Extreme events also drive adaptation considerations in sectors that do not identify as part of the adaptation field, such as utilities, planning, and health services.

This has been true in directly and indirectly impacted places, where extreme events had significant cascading impacts on people, economies, and the natural and built environment. This increased the perceived need and actual demand for adaptation actions even among those who did not previously think about preparing for climate change impacts.

“Signature storms,” such as Hurricanes Katrina and Sandy, provided learning moments far beyond the directly affected communities. After those storms, leaders asked, “Are we prepared if that were to happen here?” This far-reaching impact was aided, in part, by sustained media attention. In fact, some called Hurricane Sandy a “big watershed resilience moment,” that focused public attention on climate vulnerabilities and the need for adaptation in the US.72 Events outside the nation’s borders have also had an impact on the US adaptation field. The 2011 floods in Thailand—which caused $43 billion in economic damages worldwide, including major disruptions and losses to US businesses73—served as a driver of increased private-sector attention to climate extremes, leading businesses to examine their own vulnerabilities and interconnections, including in supply chains (Figure 12).

Chronic climate stresses—such as recent extended droughts in Texas and California, which resulted in severe agricultural losses—also spurred action on adaptation. This category of field drivers includes growing challenges from nuisance flooding in low-lying coastal areas and emerging relocation pressures on island communities (Louisiana, Alaska, the Chesapeake Bay, and US-affiliated Pacific Islands). The degree to which chronic stresses drove public opinion, planning pro-

Figure 11: Perceived trends that have influenced the current state of the US adaptation field.
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Figure 12: One of the largest wildfires in California history, the 2013 Rim Fire threatened power and water supplies for the City of San Francisco 150 miles to the west, illustrating how communities must prepare not only for local climate disruptions but also those that originate far from their boundaries. Source: Clint Gould, U.S. Forest Service
cesses, and government action depended, in part, on who was affected and on their level of political clout.

These high-visibility climate impacts made it easier to communicate the need for resilience-building efforts to the public. During and immediately after a climate event, there is a window of opportunity and often less skepticism about climate change. Such events can also spark conversations about climate change mitigation (Box 5). However, openness to hearing about climate change is still not uniform across the US. In more conservative areas, linking disasters to human-caused climate change is considered taboo in a time of great distress.

Crisis-driven adaptation has its limits. Climate impacts have created urgency around adaptation. But the distributed nature of these events, the reactive mode of the field, and the politicized debate over climate change have prevented the emergence of a unifying vision. And in places where extremes have not yet perceptibly increased in frequency, intensity, or scale, adaptation action remains absent or is emerging more slowly. In those places, the need for action is simply not as compelling yet. Thus, participants thought, waiting for the symptoms of climate change to emerge is late, at best, and irresponsible, at worst.

Moreover, the adaptation community has not yet defined a clear sense of its own purpose, or a vision of a desirable future. But some see a transformative role for the field. When asked about the purpose of adaptation, survey respondents overwhelmingly agreed it offers “a chance to improve things over the current state of affairs,” with far fewer saying it is about “keeping or sustaining what we have in the face of change,” much less “finding a dignified way out of a worsening situation.” Improving things, rather than just responding to crises, would require proactive adaptation planning and agreement on a more desirable future state.

However, the current adaptation field is far from that. Put differently, the adaptation field today is driven by problems, not purpose.

Resilience requires attention to root causes. For some respondents, climate change represented the “tip of the iceberg,” linked at the root with far deeper socio-economic and environmental challenges. They felt it was short-sighted to only deal with the symptoms. They urged the field to address the “triple threat” of “urbanization, globalization, and climate change.” Others located the root causes in “capitalism, neoliberalism, and white supremacy,” and saw the central purpose of the adaptation field as addressing those deep societal challenges.

The convergence of economic and climate crises has illuminated deeper threats to community resilience. One interviewee observed that “the disparity between

**Box 5: The Climate Conversation is Changing**

In the past, some considered climate adaptation an admission of failure to reduce greenhouse gas emissions; many refused to champion adaptation because they feared it would undermine support for mitigation. But in the face of escalating shocks and stresses, the stigma attached to climate adaptation seems to be decreasing for many study participants. Nearly 80% of survey respondents saw agreement on the need for adaptation and some viewed adaptation as “a gateway drug” to mitigation; one-third of survey respondents strongly agreed that “adaptation is often a way to get people interested in mitigation.” Indeed, for many, it was crucial to pair adaptation with stronger efforts to reduce emissions. As one interviewee remarked, “If we are not going to focus on mitigation, then we are going to get pretty far behind on adaptation.”

Many study participants said the field is turning toward “a comprehensive resilience conversation,” which embraces adaptation, mitigation, and social cohesion. “We’re thinking about the issues more systematically now,” said one. “Resilience demands that.”

Yet for others, the prevailing thinking about adaptation and resilience is still not going deep enough. Many noted that there has been little real progress to date in integrating adaptation and mitigation, much less social cohesion. And several emphasized the need for much deeper thinking, dialogue, and action on equity, as explored below.
the 1% and the 99% [is] growing wider,” deepening the vulnerability of the marginalized while further concentrating economic and political power in the hands of the few. This has reinvigorated calls to address deep economic and racial inequities—as in the Occupy and Black Lives Matter movements. The 2016 presidential election further drew attention to rural-urban, class and racial divides, and underlying political polarization and injustice. Interviewees argued that if those long-standing patterns of inequity are left unattended in adaptation (and otherwise), socio-economic vulnerability and the disparate consequences of climate change will only grow.

That differential vulnerability was painfully evident during storms like Sandy and Katrina, which revealed “a range of long-standing vulnerabilities and problems that had existed in communities” long before the hurricanes. Other examples mentioned included the loss of jobs for farm workers during the height of the drought in California’s Central Valley, and the inability of Alaskan villages to obtain federal funds for relocating their villages from threatened coastal areas.

**There is new awareness of equity concerns, but little agreement or action.** While interviewees noted that a growing number of actors understand the importance of equity in climate adaptation, few saw these issues addressed comprehensively in practice. A majority of survey respondents did not believe that “social equity/climate justice is getting adequate attention.” Study participants echoed findings in the literature that indicate that when social and economic equity are at the core of adaptation, low-income and minority populations benefit, breaking historic patterns of discrimination. However, we found a pronounced gap between the literature and practice: differential social vulnerabilities have been recognized by academic researchers at least since the 1970s, but this well-established work is rarely acted upon in adaptation plans and policies.

Study participants gave several reasons why the adaptation field has failed to address—or only shallowly engaged with—social equity, such as:

- Inadequate, lackluster or complete lack of involvement of grassroots communities in formal adaptation processes;
- Frustration over whose voice and expertise counts;
- Persistent distrust between “big green” environmental groups and environmental justice groups, marked by challenging collaboration and a highly uneven distribution of assets;
- Half-hearted consideration of social vulnerability studies (and a general lack of awareness of academic work on equity); and
- Uncertainties about how best to integrate climate and social justice work without diminishing the importance of either issue.

Some noted a difficult conundrum many face when dealing with climate change and social equity problems: should they focus on immediate symptoms or address underlying causes? Clearly, the immediate needs from climate disruptions could be a matter of life and death and cannot be postponed. Yet, many communities face life-or-death challenges even on sunny-weather days. The persistent postponing of solutions to these ongoing challenges and the systemic nature of exclusion from decision-making processes are at the heart of the fight for civil and human rights. The climate justice and just transition movements address precisely these linked needs and rights. Still, study participants were nowhere near agreement on how much of this fundamental work should be undertaken by the adaptation field.

In fact, many interviewees said they are struggling with the best way forward on equity in adaptation. While there is a growing awareness of rising inequality due to climate change, even among mainstream adaptation professionals, interviewees consistently cautioned that the issue was not yet mastered. “Everybody is supposed to know how to do this [meaningfully bringing equity into the adaptation conversation].” But many are at best getting a “first exposure to equity questions.” Encouragingly, interviewees noted, the next generation of leaders (millennial and younger) appear to embrace equity as “business-as-usual.”

Reducing, and eventually eliminating, social inequity requires persistence and important shifts in focus, cultural understanding, and values. Some believed a first step toward prioritizing equity issues would be to focus on social inclusion in adaptation processes. This has happened in some cities with progressive leadership. In those cities, people grappled with the deep, structural interrelatedness of climate change and injustice and moved to a focus on community resilience, improving health, air quality, job opportunities, and housing rather than exclusively on climate resilience, which focuses only on climate-driven stresses and shocks (Figure 13).
3.3 Field Component: People

New actors and networks are entering the adaptation field. Early on, academics, government agencies, and NGOs led the charge on adaptation; now, they are joined by city networks, community groups, utilities, and the private sector. This shift has fundamentally altered the adaptation field in the last five or ten years. Many who have entered the adaptation space are forging networks of communities and learning together. This “self-organizing” is taking place among cities that are leading resilience building in the US, and at other scales—households, businesses, regions, states, sectors, nations, and beyond. In and of itself, self-organizing to face a challenge together is a sign of resilience and indicates that a field of practice is coalescing. At the same time, an increase in participation is evident in the growth of networking among field actors and the emergence of a common identity, although few have emerged as field-wide leaders. Important new actors include:

City networks. Adaptation-related networks are growing the field and inspiring a sense of community. Notably, city practitioners, who have a number of networks available to support their learning and capacity building, are collaborating and learning rapidly from each other. One described them as “following the principles of ‘rip and skip,’ whereby cities rip off ideas from one another, skip lengthy idea evolution in their own cities based on others’ success,” and get more quickly to implementation. Or, as another put it, cities are “stealing readily from one another.”

The adaptation field now includes several city networks, which overlap but also have clear differences in frameworks and approaches. ICLEI-Local Governments for Sustainability was one of the earliest, beginning with planning templates and benchmarks on mitigation, and later embracing adaptation. For members of USDN, “preparedness, adaptation, and resilience [has been] the number-one interest…for the last three to four years” (Figure 14). The network of (originally) 40 mega-cities (C40) addresses both mitigation and adaptation, offering insights and resources particularly to large cities across the globe. And the Rockefeller Foundation pioneered 100 Resilient Cities initiative (100RC) is creating a cohort of cities exploring a broader conception of resilience in practice. Cities participating in 100RC share knowledge, tools, and external partners, such as consultancies. Regionally based networks of local communities appear to be less well resourced, but benefit from shared experience with geographic conditions and climate challenges.

Community groups. As cities now often take the lead on adaptation and the climate justice movement grows in strength, grassroots groups are initiating their own efforts and demanding a seat at the table in formal adaptation processes. The Kresge Foundation was credited for its support of networks in this area. “Kresge has played a big role,” several noted, in building the adaptation field for cities and enabling community groups at the neighborhood level to inform and help shape urban adaptation practice. These community groups are sometimes linked to networks for peer learning and...
mobilization through the climate or environmental justice movements, but generally do not participate in city networks such as USDN, C40, or 100RC.

**Utilities.** Other professional fields increasingly recognize the need for adaptation and are forging networks for that purpose. Leading among them are water utility professionals, whom study participants identified as crucial to adaptation action. Many noted a growing engagement from this sector, even if its practitioners are not necessarily identifying as adaptation professionals. Many considered the water sector “a learning platform for adaptation” (Figure 15), as it has to grapple with key challenges essential to the uninterrupted functioning of a critical resource.

Electric utilities were mentioned much less frequently, most often in terms of the nexus between power and water. However, renewable energy plays an important role in building resilience. For example, it can mitigate greenhouse gas emissions while increasing the public’s interest in climate action. And, given its increasing financial viability, installing renewables in communities is seen as an important strategy to help build resilience while creating jobs—especially in lower-income neighborhoods.

**Private sector.** The private sector is considered key by many to successful adaptation in the long run. And, over the last several years, critical groups of private-sector actors have entered the adaptation space. The first group consists of businesses, which are managing their climate-related risks on site or throughout supply chains to ensure continuity. Businesses are preparing their operations for climate disruptions, and also exploiting opportunities by entering new markets (Figure 16).
Climate-sensitive sectors are considering adaptive steps to reduce risk, particularly where there are significant dependencies on energy and water for production or manufacture, but also in recreation and tourism, building and development, and the interconnected sectors of insurance and finance that can help advance more systemic adaptation.

Consulting firms also play a growing role in adaptation. These include global engineering, planning, construction, and management firms as well as boutique, specialist consultants. Respondents saw significant growth in these firms “taking on adaptation as a service and product,” with some pointing to the emergence of corporate resilience and adaptation titles, especially after Hurricane Sandy. While most saw a need for a community of consultants providing adaptation services, some non-profit study participants registered concern that these for-profit consultants are infringing on their own work, especially consultants “going it alone” without input from communities. That concern is met in equal measure from the other side: some consultants do not appreciate that government- or philanthropy-supported non-profits are able to provide adaptation services for free.

Investors—the last group of private-sector actors mentioned—are showing early signs of interest in adaptation, both from the perspective of examining portfolio risks and identifying investment opportunities.

Adaptation actors are not working together effectively. There is a fundamental tension between the need to grow the number and diversity of actors in adaptation on one hand, and establishing useful networks and a sense of community on the other. Over the past several years, the field has seen significant growth in actors, some of whom are well-networked and are already developing a common identity, but also many others who are not yet linked to each other or across networks.

Resilience requires greater connections across sectors, disciplines, and management divisions. Such formal networking does not currently exist, but is crucial to better account for the interconnectivity and interdependencies of systems. The need for such regular interactions is illustrated by the cascade of impacts following major storms. For example, after Hurricane Sandy, electrical failures caused disruptions of hospital power supplies, food losses due to lack of refrigeration, and fuel pump shut-downs. These events showed, as one interviewee put it, “how much we all need to work together.” A common purpose (Section 3.2) and resulting common identity and shared action agenda would help spur collaboration, but actors are still more likely to work within their own silos and focus on local needs and benefits rather than on systemic adaptation.

Interviewees also observed a need for more collaboration between the public and private sectors. Many non-private-sector interviewees expressed a strong desire to work with the private sector, given the potential opportunities to align goals and leverage new capital, resources, and capacity. Due to the lack of collaboration to date, however, public- and civic-sector representatives have little understanding of the roles the private sector could take on. There is an equal lack of understanding within the private sector of the adaptation work already led by local governments, non-profits, and grassroots organizations. Thus, study participants called for much deeper engagement of the private sector overall, and deeper engagement of private-sector entities with others working on adaptation.

Leadership is distributed and not solidly established. Today, leadership of the adaptation field reflects the dispersed and heterogeneous nature of climate change itself. A clearly visible, widely recognized set of leaders has yet to emerge. This is problematic given the current lack of political leadership at the federal level. Virtually all interviewees expressed concern over diminishing leadership by the Trump Administration. This is a break from the important role played by the federal government in recent years. When asked about the drivers of the field over the past few years, the second Obama Administration was hailed as profoundly influential. In fact, survey respondents counted that leadership as the second-most influential factor on the development
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of the adaptation field (Figure 11). Federal leadership helped to:

- Mainstream the conversation about climate adaptation, at least in politically progressive and moderate circles;
- Create critical federal resources (data and toolkits, information resources, research portals);
- Advance policies helpful to adaptation (flood protection standards, green infrastructure);
- Give visibility to local, state, and tribal leaders working with the federal level on resilience; and
- Provide dedicated funding through a number of federal agencies (including NOAA, EPA, HUD, FEMA, DOE, and various agencies within DOI).

State and regional leadership also played an important role in the field. Several state governors and legislatures have emerged as leaders—notably in California, Florida, New York, and Massachusetts. We will discuss their important policy work in Section 3.5.

As discussed in Box 4, the leadership of individuals and organizations is far less clear. Very few, if any, individuals or organizations are seen as field-wide leaders, although such leadership does exist or is emerging within sectors and networks. This is also true within the climate movement, and more specifically, the climate justice movement. The climate justice movement offers important leadership by articulating a guiding vision, values, and practice (Box 7).

3.4 Field Component: Practice

Adaptation practice has advanced in recent years: a common knowledge base is growing; there has been important investment in skill and capacity building; a plethora of tools support adaptation planning. Scientists and practitioners are working together more effectively, and communities are experimenting with various innovations. But overall, adaptation remains in planning mode and has barely begun to move into implementation.

The knowledge base on adaptation is improving. All respondents noted important advances in the common knowledge base that supports climate adaptation planning. Over the last few years, physical climate science has advanced understanding of climate extremes and the ability—at least in some cases—to attribute and forecast them. Concurrently, the social sciences, including economics, are contributing to a better understanding of human vulnerabilities to climate change impacts, adaptive capacities, and the interrelated barriers and limits to adaptation. However, far less data and scientifically credible information is available on adaptation benefits.

Overall, the knowledge base has strengthened to the point where advances in climate science have been a driver of

**Box 6: The Critical Need to Make Smaller Cities and Rural Areas Part of the Action**

As adaptation practice accelerates in larger metropolitan areas, smaller cities and rural areas are being left behind. When rural and urban adaptation actors compete for resources, rural areas often lose out. Smaller cities or townships in rural areas lack the capacity to take full advantage of the benefits of existing networks. As federal support, data, and tools for adaptation are taken away, these less populous areas rely on networks of larger cities to brainstorm ideas and identify solutions. But the mechanisms to share these insights and adapt potential solutions to different circumstances are not yet in place. Smaller cities and local jurisdictions (townships, villages, and rural counties) are thus generally less likely to be engaged in adaptation planning or implementation, given the general scarcity of resources, staffing, and time.

But while urban and rural areas have distinct challenges, there are crucial limits to successful adaptation if each pursues adaptation separately. An exclusive focus on either urban or rural areas would—in the words of one respondent—constitute a “dangerously incomplete strategy.” It would disregard interdependencies between city dwellers and their rural counterparts, miss critical political dependencies, and ultimately limit the ability to ensure safety and secure livelihoods for both urban and rural dwellers. Moreover, given that equity issues also pervade rural areas (equitable allocation of resources and political power, rural poverty, limited job opportunities and health care, lack of critical infrastructure), a “city-only adaptation strategy will miss opportunities for expanding climate justice.”

Overall, adaptation remains in planning mode and has barely begun to move into implementation.
the field, and lack of scientific certainty is among the least important barriers to adaptation. Still, many observed that disagreement over the importance of climate change remains a big hurdle to adaptation.

Both Kresge grantees and other thought leaders acknowledged that the “blessing and the curse of adaptation is that it is intrinsically local.” Consequently, some—particularly practitioners working in local contexts—place a high priority on the need for downscaled data (including, for instance, visualizations that show changes to a building-dense coastline as sea level rises) and project-specific quantification of risks, costs, co-benefits, and negative side effects of adaptation. Many noted that the growing availability of these data (though with varying levels of robustness) has helped advance adaptation, but a good percentage said the lack of locally specific information is still frequently a problem.

Communication research has made great advances, enabling public engagement around climate change in general and adaptation more specifically. However, there is still limited communication about and media attention to adaptation; participants considered communication better within the field than outside it or to the public.

**Investment in capacity building has strengthened the field.** For many study participants, growing investment in human capital was one of the most important signs of field development and maturation. It also constitutes a critical ingredient—alongside technical, financial, social, political, institutional, and natural capital—in the overall adaptive capacity of a community.

---

**Box 7: Climate Justice and Adaptation: Current Status and Opportunities for Deeper Integration**

In the US and around the world, a diverse and growing coalition of national, regional, and grassroots organizations are forging a movement for climate justice. That movement increasingly overlaps with the nascent adaptation field.

Despite these connections, some respondents noted that integration of movement and field is not as good as it could be across the four dimensions: Purpose, People, Practice, and Pillars. One argued that a “big shift in the organizing model” is needed to change societal values and practices. And much can be learned from the movement on how to integrate social equity and justice concerns into adaptation. For example, the adaptation field does not yet (but could):

- Make deliberate efforts to build relationships and trust between mainstream and grassroots resilience-building groups;
- Help capture and share lessons from the movement across the adaptation field;
- Provide technical assistance to groups otherwise unable to use available information and resources;
- Share resources with less advantaged groups in meaningful ways;
- Give marginalized people voice and a seat at the table;
- Focus on the roots of the climate crisis; and
- Conduct a sharper analysis of what drives differential vulnerabilities, resource exploitation, and racial and socio-economic disparities.

Some believed that, until the climate justice movement and the adaptation field commit to working together, communities will not be able to address the converging climate, economic, health, and justice crises.

While interviewees differed on whether and how the climate justice movement should influence the further evolution of the adaptation field, there are signs of mutual growth, enabled by major field donors like The Kresge Foundation, which supports actors who straddle the movement and the field. Through its own broad definition of resilience, Kresge urges those focused on climate vulnerabilities to embrace economic and social issues, and those focused on social justice issues to address climate change. Kresge asks both to embrace adaptation and mitigation as complementary and necessary strategies needed to close the resilience gap.
Philanthropic support for capacity building, such as trainings, peer-learning opportunities, adaptation-focused professional societies, and general operating support that allows organizations to engage with adaptation has also been valuable. Similar (albeit less) support comes from academics as well as government agencies and other organizations. For example, professional associations outside the field, including those focused on public health, risk management, water management and planning, are increasingly seeking to identify what their members need to know about adaptation and offer relevant professional development courses.46

Peer-learning opportunities have played a significant role in skill and community building and the professionalization of the field. Particularly valuable have been convenings, societies, and dedicated events where practitioners can network, build relationships and trust, learn from each other, and collaborate.

**Tools supporting adaptation are increasingly available, but remain difficult to select and use.** As climate-related knowledge has grown, so have the number and variety of tools available to support adaptation planning and implementation. Almost 60% of grantees and nearly 45% of other thought leaders somewhat agreed that “we now have the basic tools we need to assess climate risks,” and about 40% of both groups agreed that “we now have the necessary tools to evaluate adaptation response options.” These numbers are important indicators of field progress.

In addition to tools to assess climate risk, other technical tools are available—for example, to help make the economic case for adaptation. Also available, but less well known, are tools to support equitable stakeholder engagement processes, such as power analysis or mapping47 and frame analysis.48

While the proliferation of tools was hailed by some, others were critical or skeptical about the helpfulness of these new resources. “Early on, we were building the information pieces; now we’re drowning in a sea of information, portals, projections, and tools.” As a result, it is “unclear to people what’s relevant, what matters to decisions, which to use for decision making, which to apply on the ground.”

In order to integrate adaptation into day-to-day activities in many different contexts, tools must be flexible and accessible to both new and experienced users. But about half of survey respondents thought the lack of sufficient staff resources to assess relevant information was a major hurdle to advance adaptation. Where tools are available, interviewees noted, there is no guarantee that they can or will be used. Moreover, the field has not yet established systems for maintaining, evaluating, updating, and improving these tools over time. Study participants expected the demand for user-friendly tools to continue to grow rapidly where there are mandates to take climate change into account in long-term planning and decision making, but it is not clear whether that demand can readily be met.

**Science and practice are increasingly working together, yet more collaboration is needed.** Today, there are growing efforts to bring together disparate disciplines, sectors, and actors across the field. For example, a number of interviewees pointed appreciatively to bridge-building between academia and practitioners, which has grown in sophistication and prevalence. Science–practice collaboration can be time-consuming and challenging, as it often requires different processes from those used when working in separate silos. In many instances (though not exclusively), such efforts are supported by federal programs, such as NOAA’s Regional Integrated Science and Assessment (RISA) centers, the DOI’s Climate Science Centers (CSCs) and Landscape Conservation Cooperatives (LCCs),49 the USDA’s Climate Hubs, and longstanding Sea Grant/Land Grant extension services. These entities serve as links at the boundary of science and practice, connecting scientists to a wide range of practitioners.

The Third National Climate Assessment (NCA3), released in 2014, evolved in important ways from prior assessments to place a major emphasis on such transdisciplinary collaboration, regional outreach, and public engagement to build a dispersed network of climate assessment capacities. And, in the second term of the Obama Administration, the White House convened adaptation-related roundtables and task forces of experts from varied fields to foster such networking and coalitions.

In relatively rare cases, practitioners actively seek scientific input for their adaptation efforts; more often, researchers reach out to decision makers and policymakers, practitioners, and adaptation service providers to better understand what scientific information they need, to make their knowledge more practically relevant and accessible, and to be more directly engaged in adaptation planning processes. Still, many interviewees wished scientists would get out of the academy more often, engage with other forms of knowledge and expertise, and appreciate and work with community-generated data. Thus, much work remains to be done, as incentives to reach across the science–practice divide are lacking from both sides.
For many interviewees, increased collaboration was seen as a necessity, given the systematic nature of climate change and adaptation. Others saw working together as particularly critical during challenging political times—to guard against policies that undermine adaptation progress, for example, or to shore up fledgling coalitions. For still others, collaboration simply helps ensure the most efficient use of time and resources.

The field is experimenting widely, but not yet discerning best practices. All fields need innovation to remain fresh and to rapidly respond to novel challenges. The early years of adaptation in the US were all about innovation; simply adjusting to a changing climate required new thinking and a break with traditional practices. (A less generous read might be that much of adaptation to date has been more about stepping up hazard mitigation practice, and as such not entirely innovative.) But many study participants saw a rise in experimentation. As one put it, leading cities are trying new things, in “lots of place-based experiments, to see what sticks.” Study participants appreciated this as a necessary phase of the field, but some argued that it is now time to distill lessons learned from these experiments and establish a set of best practices. Both research and practice were seen as sources of innovation. In fact, some interviewees believed that practice is all too often overlooked as a source of innovative solutions, particularly around effective stakeholder engagement and meaningful efforts to address the concerns of low-income communities.

Creative post-disaster resilience-building efforts, such as HUD’s Rebuild By Design competition after Hurricane Sandy, were seen as another source of innovation (Figure 17). The Rockefeller Foundation’s support for capacity building ahead of the competition was noted as an innovative way to improve the quality of proposals. That support also had positive spin-off benefits, even when competing communities or states did not succeed in obtaining funding. A Resilient By Design competition has since been launched in the San Francisco Bay Area. Other community-rebuilding or solution-finding efforts across the country were called out for their inspiration and innovation. This experimentation and innovation was enabled by open-minded political support and significant government funds—a field pillar made available through the Sandy Recovery Improvement Act and related disaster-relief appropriations—as well as additional philanthropic support.

Nature-based solutions represent another active area of innovation—though in some senses, nature is the oldest protection under the sun. Still, for modern-day communities, it is considered innovative to introduce nature-based solutions to issues such as flood and shoreline protection, water and air quality, or the conservation of soil and biodiversity. A range of efforts are underway to assess the lifetime costs and benefits of so-called green infrastructure, especially when compared to traditional grey (human-built) infrastructure. Climate change-driven water concerns (drought, flooding, water pollution, water retention) may increase the need for and acceptance of nature-based practice, as city dwellers learn to “look upstream...to gain awareness of where their water comes from as supplies dwindle” and see forests as a means to accomplish local or national emission reduction goals. Some interviewees hoped that, within five years, mandates to install green infrastructure would be well established, along with a national certification and training program in green infrastructure.

These examples notwithstanding, even the most optimistic study participants did not see innovation as a deliberate, institutionalized practice—even in the cities leading on adaptation. Institutional and resource constraints and competing demands leave little room for making innovation a habit. And mechanisms to spread innovations—such as competitions—are scarce, resulting in limited reach.

Practice is advancing, but barriers stymie progress from planning to action. Adaptation planning has advanced, in large part due to the experience of climate extremes and other impacts. “It’s unthinkable that you would have a city climate plan without adaptation now. It used to be that was the norm,” said an interviewee.
Box 8: Lessons Learned from Practice: Strategic Interventions for Effective Adaptation

Our research uncovered powerful approaches that have spurred real change on the ground. Following these steps, in the sequence offered below, has proven effective in moving comprehensive planning efforts to implementation. Importantly, these steps combine technical services with effective engagement and a sharp analysis of political power, authority, and potential conflicts.

Preparatory Work
- “Power-map” who is doing what; identify agency roles and levers of power.
- Map grassroots concerns to identify priority climate impacts and locally preferred responses.
- Assess the policy and funding landscape.
- Identify existing practices that contribute to resilience.
- Identify local champions.

Technical Assistance and Advisory Services
- Offer advisory services that provide unbiased opinions and deep immersion in implementation tactics.
- Provide ready access to examples of best practices.
- Conduct original research and provide technical assistance and/or partner with universities; harvest academic work; develop key data, and bring it to cities and communities.
- Work with stakeholders to identify and/or offer a range of potential solutions.
- Work with stakeholders to identify targets and measures of adaptation success (relating to core dimensions of the resilience gap, including adaptation, equity, and mitigation); identify ways they can be tracked in the course of ongoing work; and create external accountability structures.
- Perform cross-cutting research—for example, on social cohesion, climate-driven displacement/migration, infrastructure investments, etc.

Strategic Partnerships
- Use a partnership model with a memorandum of understanding that all partners agree to at the start of the project, which pays attention to mitigation, adaptation, and climate justice.
- Ensure key stakeholders are at the table and become aware of all perspectives.
- Build relationships between communities, local governments, and the private sector to create a vision of the future.
- Build capacity through trainings, toolkits, and supporting resources (including peer networks) to sustain ongoing learning.
- Facilitate collaborative funding applications with multiple entities, including meaningful engagement of low-income communities and communities of color.
- Offer a leadership academy for agency staff, taught by community groups, on how best to partner with community members.
- Recognize and engage key community service providers (for example, community development organizations) to help them adjust the services they provide to residents; and connect them with other partners for bigger impact.

Enabling Implementation
- On the back end of projects, incentivize follow-through and enforcement.
- Assist with development of funding mechanisms, such as voter-approved financing.
- Build projects on the ground with the community.
- To avoid displacement or “climate gentrification,” work closely with community leaders and local governments to acquire land and development rights through community land trusts and/or collaborative purchase mechanisms.
One sign of advanced practice is that some cities are already on the second generation of their adaptation planning processes. But, generally, interviewees noted that—absent a major influx of post-disaster funding—most cities and other jurisdictions are not implementing their adaptation plans. Significant limits in funding, staff capacity, the lack of legal mandates, and regulatory or other governance barriers prevent many from moving from planning to action—a finding widely supported by the literature.92

Adaptation is increasingly mainstreamed into existing institutions. The first generation of climate practice—dating back to the late 1980s—involved impact assessments, climate mitigation plans, and later, stand-alone adaptation plans.93 Today, approaches to adaptation are far more diverse and the isolated adaptation plan is less common. Instead, from federal agencies to city and county governments, adaptation is increasingly “mainstreamed” into existing plans and procedures, such as general/comprehensive plans, hazard mitigation plans, capital improvement plans, or sector-specific planning documents.94 With this evolution, there is more emphasis on risk-management approaches, and on building adaptation capacity and greater flexibility into existing management procedures (Figure 18).95

Mainstreaming means that climate change is integrated into routine planning processes and decision making.96 It is seen as a way to ensure that government agencies, community organizations, and others can take new action to advance resilience while using the resources, processes, and capacities currently available to them. Though not all respondents interpreted the term in the same way, mainstreaming appeared to be the preferred approach for most.97 It was seen as a way to help overcome barriers to adaptation, bypass the need to create new regulations or policies, limit costs, prevent new silos from being created (or overcome existing silos), and build adaptive capacity (Box 9).98

Although it has not been achieved widely, mainstreaming has emerged as the preferred approach in the US adaptation community today. In fact, many interviewees see mainstreaming as the only viable path forward. As one put it, “We need to integrate an adaptation focus with broader goals that communities want to achieve…

---

**Box 9: Barrier and Capacity Needs Addressed Through Mainstreaming**

- **Financial constraints:** Adaptation work can be advanced within existing budgets without having to secure additional, separate, or new funding sources.
- **Political hurdles:** Climate change considerations can be integrated into projects and programs already underway to protect them from short election cycles and political opposition.
- **Inadequate planning processes:** Existing plans, processes, and solution options can be informed and improved by consideration of future climate impacts.
- **Limited authority:** Where dedicated climate, sustainability, or resilience staff do not have the authority to influence other processes (such as hazard mitigation plans, public health vulnerability assessments, capital planning), mainstreaming balances responsibility among multiple agencies and departments with authority to act.
- **Capacity deficiencies:** Where there are no dedicated staff for climate change and resilience (especially in small and medium-sized cities and towns), mainstreaming is the only viable, near-term approach.
- **Lack of motivation:** In the face of multiple competing priorities, finding overlaps and co-benefits between adaptation and other goals can elevate the urgency to act.
- **Lack of consistency:** Mandates from higher government levels can help ensure that lower-level entities address climate change, and do so consistently across jurisdictional boundaries.
- **Language barriers:** If climate change is politically or conceptually problematic, using the vernacular of existing processes can help open doors and engage broader audiences.
- **Separate/siloed approaches:** Mainstreaming can initiate better coordination of previously disconnected efforts, build broader support, uncover budget overlaps and complementarities, and achieve additional benefits.
If you can figure that out, you have figured out resilience.” Such integration would lead to more holistic approaches and correct the shortcomings of siloed planning and management. If they succeed, as one put it, then “every mayor and governor is eventually going to wake up worrying about climate change.... Resilience can’t be a niche thing. It must be a sea change, integrated into government everywhere.”

Yet, some interviewees and the literature do not embrace mainstreaming uncritically. “Mainstreaming adaptation,” one observes, “inherits the weaknesses and strengths of the underlying plans and planning agencies.” Concerns among some interviewees about mainstreaming focused on a number of limitations:

- Greater awareness of climate risks in the disaster preparedness community could lead to addressing adaptation through hazard mitigation and emergency planning, which some considered too reactive.
- While mainstreaming of resilience and equity into planning and sustainability over the past several years has led to increasing recognition that these things are “everyone’s job,” this recognition has not been followed by funding or action.
- There is a mismatch between governance jurisdictions and the geographic extent of climate change impacts, with jurisdictional boundaries and processes inherently limiting the scope of action.
- Some of the models and approaches used to assess risks and response options use outdated data and produce results that give perverse incentives (such as by using cost-benefit analyses for one-off infrastructure projects that split up costs and incentives), overly discount the future, and select inadequate design life horizons for decision making.
- Traditional, mainstream “top-down” approaches do not give adequate room for potential “bottom-up” innovations.
- Other shortcomings of traditional governance—narrow, siloed mindsets, institutions that perpetuate existing inequities, non-transparent decision making—will not spark transformative solutions to converging climate, social, and economic crises that will lead to a better future. “What got us here,” said one interviewee, “will not get us there.”

More systemic changes are needed to close the resilience gap. Mainstreaming does not guarantee that adaptation moves from planning to successful implementation; nor does it necessarily result in improved processes or outcomes that address long-standing inequities and deep drivers of vulnerability. For some, therefore, mainstreaming is only a step toward more comprehensive, systemic change. Consistent, conscious effort is needed to surface the necessary questions and build the commitment and political will needed to reach larger goals. Figure 18 shows the spectrum of adaptation approaches observed in the US (and elsewhere), indicating the spectrum ranging from isolated plans to mainstreaming to more transformative approaches.

![Figure 18: The spectrum of adaptation approaches. Adaptation approaches can range from stand-alone planning efforts enabled by post-disaster funding to mainstream approaches that address climate risks largely within existing structures, processes, and funding mechanisms to transformational approaches that aim to address the deep drivers of vulnerability through systemic changes. Source: Inspired by Klein (2008), drawing on McGray, Hammill and Bradley (2007, p.35)](image-url)
3.5 Field Component: Pillars

The adaptation field is built on two foundational pillars: policy and related government programs that support, encourage, or demand new thinking, adaptive planning, experimentation, and implementation; and funding support that directly enables field building or implementation of adaptation actions. Today, the two pillars are neither robust nor effectively integrated.

Policy Support

International and federal policies have influenced the field. Policy—either directly or indirectly, positively or negatively—has shaped the US adaptation landscape over the past two decades. At the international scale, the failed Copenhagen climate negotiations in 2009 inadvertently elevated the necessity for adaptation. Later, the successful Paris Accord included an explicit (albeit vague) adaptation goal, and was seen as pivotal to advancing global recognition of the need for adaptation. In addition, some interviewees mentioned the SDGs and policy drivers informing the financial sector, such as the G20’s push for financial disclosure (Task Force on Financial Risk from Climate Change) and changes in French law (Article 173) that are also expected to fortify the policy pillar of the field.101

In the US, the failure of the federal Waxman-Markey Bill (the American Clean Energy and Security Act of 2009), which focused on mitigating greenhouse gas emissions, underlined the need to prepare for climate change impacts not avoided. (Some interviewees also said this failure taught them important lessons about attempting policy changes without the environmental justice community fully on board.)

During the Obama Administration’s second term, federal support for climate adaptation and mitigation rose significantly. Some said that support had profound effects; others said those efforts were “way too slow.” In the absence of bipartisan Congressional support, the Administration frequently used easily reversible executive orders to promulgate climate change action, a vulnerability made visible by the policy shifts of the Trump Administration.102 But many agreed that the Obama Administration’s embrace of the scientific consensus on climate change was “very important” in advancing adaptation policy. Key positive efforts mentioned included:

• The federal Sandy Recovery Improvement Act and related Hurricane Sandy Rebuilding Task Force unleashed significant federal funding, science-informed decision making, and interdepartmental collaboration.
• The NCA3, released in 2014, was praised for its downscaled climate projections, high-resolution spatial climate data, effective delivery, and regional engagement strategies.
• The State, Local, and Tribal Leaders Task Force—described by more than one respondent as “incredible”—produced recommendations that were adopted by the Administration and then rolled out as part of a suite of federal climate change actions.
• Several federal data and tool portals made adaptation-relevant information widely available to state, local, and tribal decision makers.
• President Obama’s leadership during his second term, and particularly his efforts in response to Superstorm Sandy, helped “mainstream the resilience conversation.”
• Efforts by multiple agencies (including EPA, NOAA, DOI, and the US Army Corps of Engineers) to study, embrace, and then promote green infrastructure and nature-based solutions have raised awareness and enabled some states and cities to design and implement these solutions.

Study participants were more divided on the Obama Administration’s impact on social equity. Some acknowledged that the Administration recognized the differential needs of communities and injustices in who benefitted from resilience-building efforts. But many interviewees believed that much more should have been done. “[O]ne of the disconcerting trends in these [federal] policies: poor people and communities of color have been left out of the conversation.”

There are new threats to adaptation policy under Trump. The Trump Administration is widely regarded as a key challenge to adaptation. Many worried about the long-term impact of active climate deniers assuming agency leadership positions; the retraction of Obama-era executive orders; and the removal of climate data, tools, and analyses from federal websites. On the other hand, several considered that the Department of Defense—an important federal actor in climate adaptation in the Obama Administration—will remain a critical player in furthering climate risk reduction in the Trump Administration. While a few held some optimism around the promised investment in infrastructure, others feared that such infrastructure would not be designed for resilience.103 Most expected the field would be faced with significant cuts in funding and a lack of active governance and political support for climate action. These changes would leave a major gap for adaptation leaders...
elsewhere to fill. At the same time, some thought the Trump Administration’s neglect of climate change might be a major motivator for the movement and for the field at the state and local level.

Overall, the constructive federal role over the past several years supported the field, but adaptation is not yet solidly anchored in the policy landscape. As a result, the US adaptation field does not currently benefit from widely adopted adaptation-related policies.

**Adaptation mandates are emerging in some states.** Partly driven by emerging impacts, partly by progressive state leadership, several state governors and legislatures are leading on adaptation, study participants noted. In California, two successive governorships and legislative leadership delivered strong climate policy, including a bill mandating that local communities include climate change considerations in general plan updates and local hazard mitigation plans. Another recent bill initiated a process to update the state’s engineering standards to better account for changing climate risks. Moreover, state agencies are providing technical assistance, coordination support, and competitive grant programs for local and regional adaptation efforts. But leadership on adaptation is not only coming from the top down. With support from various foundations, grassroots groups have succeeded in bringing concentrated attention to social equity in state policymaking. This, in turn, affects the bills introduced, how state agencies write calls for grant proposals and update adaptation plans, and how state agencies integrate social equity into their work (Box 10).

The Florida legislature, despite climate skepticism, adopted changes to its coastal law creating Adaptation Action Areas to prioritize the receipt of climate risk mitigation funds—an idea that grew out of the work of the Southeast Florida Regional Climate Compact. New York and Massachusetts were noted for “state shifts that opened a policy space” for adaptation. These initiatives were seen as changing the conditions for local adaptation, and allowing for regional approaches. A number of other states have also adopted adaptation plans, though many gaps remain—particularly in the Midwest, the Great Plains, and in southern states.

Standards promulgated by governments or institutions are a key element of policy, but they are generally still lacking in the adaptation context (the recent bill in California notwithstanding). Some respondents thought the field should be careful not to duplicate efforts where existing professional standards, such as in engineering or law, could be used or adapted for adaptation field practice. Some standards are also adopted internationally (for example, by the International Standards Organization [ISO]) and efforts are underway there to adopt adaptation-focused standards, which could become influential in the US.

---

**Box 10: Changing Policy and Practice from the Bottom Up: Advancing Social Equity**

There is growing recognition of the importance of social equity in adaptation, but that recognition is not often followed by funding for equity-focused action. Nor does it guarantee the institutionalization of equity into local- or state-level policy and planning processes. Part of the problem is that many government officials and staff lack understanding of how issues of equity play out in their work and how they might better address them.

The Community Resilience Initiative, led by Rooted in Resilience—a grassroots organization in Oakland, California—offers one way to address this challenge. Rooted in Resilience developed an “equity check list” and then trained local and state agencies in how to apply it in grantmaking, stakeholder engagement, and adaptation planning. The initiative gained widespread recognition among local and state agencies, including the Governor’s office and the legislature, resulting in legislative and state planning guidance changes. Follow-on support from a regional foundation enabled a number of environmental justice activists to participate in the update of the state’s “Safeguarding California” adaptation strategy.

Over time, the persistent advocacy of environmental justice groups in California has won significant legislative victories. For example, funding generated through California’s Assembly Bill (AB) 32 requires that environmental justice must be considered in supported projects. More recently, Senate Bill (SB) 1000 requires an environmental justice element in local general plans.
Funding Support

Funding from philanthropy and government has been crucial for field growth. The literature on field building (much of it funded by philanthropy) is unanimous in its assertion that funding is crucial for a field’s emergence and maturation. The recent infusion of financial resources from philanthropic and governmental sources was noted repeatedly as an important influence on the emergence of the adaptation field. Much of that infusion came from federal sources (including hazard mitigation and post-disaster rebuilding funds from FEMA, competitive grant programs within NOAA and EPA, and HUD Community Development Block Grants). But respondents said funding from foundations (such as Kresge, Rockefeller, MacArthur, Surdna, JPB, Doris Duke, and others) was also extremely influential. They particularly appreciated philanthropies’ interventions to create more public support for resilience work and to complement and enable field-building and adaptation policy development.

Philanthropic funding promulgated influence, exposed recipients to thought leadership, generated new ideas, and provided the “fuel to bring them to fruition.” Especially, as The Rockefeller and The Kresge Foundations “lean[ed] into the urban scale” (with Kresge described as the “bottom-up” and “equity-focused” foundation, and Rockefeller as bigger, “top-down” and more “formulaic”), their influence has become important in many cities across the nation. Both foundations were credited with branding and mainstreaming adaptation and resilience issues, and Rockefeller was noted for framing resilience in terms broader than climate change.

Foundations are not collaborating effectively. While there was widespread gratitude and appreciation for philanthropic leadership and support of the adaptation field, several interviewees noted the persistent lack of collaboration among foundations. Interviewees recognized that each organization has different missions and strategies. But at a time of diminishing federal resources, they saw little room for missed opportunities, misalignment of funding streams, or counterproductive philanthropic investment. Several interviewees pointed specifically to diminishing funding for adaptation in rural areas, a trend seen—even among some urban-focused interviewees—as detrimental to the field overall. Efforts to bring philanthropy together to explore complementarities and create common funding pools were deemed positive and necessary.

Some noted that, in recent years, federal leaders interacted more with foundation leaders (and vice versa) but feared this is not likely to continue under the Trump Administration. With federal assets for adaptation at risk, many interviewees called on philanthropy to fill current and future gaps in funding. Others thought that private finance—in the form of public-private partnerships and in debt and equity investments—should be tapped more effectively to fill the federal gap and help the field evolve.
CHAPTER 4
Meeting the Needs of the Adaptation Field: From Road Blocks to Road Markers
The findings presented so far have helped us understand the history and status of the field. Throughout the interviews, study participants also described barriers and needs they felt had to be addressed in order to move the field forward and to move from adaptation planning to action. The needs described in this chapter, if unmet, will stand as major roadblocks to progress for the adaptation field. These needs are also immediate entry points to advance the field and—if fulfilled—will serve as useful indicators of progress. They are organized below by the 4Ps of the field, prioritized by the frequency with which we heard them from study participants.

**Box 11: Key Field Needs Identified by Study Participants**

*Central to all components of the field*
- A unifying vision is needed to provide clear direction and to unite the field.

*Purpose*
- The field needs a greater sense of urgency to vastly step up action on both mitigation and adaptation.
- There is a lack of clear regional (as well as national and cross-cutting) priorities to drive focus.

*Pillars*
- Specific strategic interventions are required to help diverse sets of adaptation professionals meet critical needs and achieve higher impact. These include: policy levers; regional scaling of local efforts; collaboration with professional societies; establishment of standards; and creative, sustained, and coordinated financing and funding mechanisms.

*Practice*
- A gap exists in the range of tools and resources available to persuade decision makers, funders, and the public to adapt. Tools are needed to make the economic case for adaptation, disclose climate risk, measure progress, and tell positive stories of success.
- The field must build capacity for deeper thinking, committed action for equity, greater sophistication and professionalization of practice, and transformative change.

*People*
- The field must engage previously uninvolved actors, including the private sector (funders, insurers, investors), professionals who do not see themselves as adaptation practitioners, and young people (Figure 19).
4.1 A Unifying Vision

The adaptation field lacks an all-encompassing vision. Many study participants lamented that without a unifying vision of what the field is trying to achieve, virtually "everything goes," at least within the limits of existing law, funding, and governance. The result may be uncoordinated action, exclusively human-centered adaptation at the expense of environmental systems (or the reverse), and inequitable adaptation that protects the wealthy while deepening the vulnerability of the poor. Several interviewees were concerned about the dangers of maladaptation; others feared that without a larger vision to orient the field, adaptation will never achieve the same momentum as mitigation.

The lack of a unifying vision providing strategic direction was seen as especially problematic for communities that are "underfunded, understaffed with no redundancies, and [that depend on only] one or two prime employers." In such communities, "leaders are in reactive mode, overwhelmed by other priorities, constrained by short terms, and unable to cultivate and show the leadership necessary to scale their work." As one observed, "We're so caught up. We are scrambling for rapid response. We have so little time to think." With extremely limited capacity to implement the day-to-day work, let alone tackle bigger goals, many grassroots and community groups wished for leadership and a network or cohort of likeminded groups to create and implement a bigger vision.

The federal leadership vacuum could spur visioning in communities. Some thought the current political situation (including the elimination of significant federal funding for resilience work) could "inspire a deeper vision and more impact," as communities will need to be more self-reliant in the face of converging socio-economic and climate crises. Rather than bringing adaptation to a standstill, they felt the current situation could motivate actors to come together to craft this vision. But one noted, "this needs to happen this year," given the urgency of the problems. "We cannot wait for someone else to do this; we need to take this in-house. The people making the bigger decisions are not going to do so in our interest, so communities will re-envision their future based on this external realization, their lived experience, and their own sense of purpose."

The field needs a values framework to guide adaptation. What might such a meaningful and coherent vision look like for a diverse, decentralized field with widely differing concerns and deep political divisions? Many called for a "values framework" to guide the adaptation field, though there was no consensus on exactly which values should guide adaptation (Box 12).

Most agreed that shared values are a key element of a robust field of practice (see Chapter 2). Importantly, as one suggested, the field must shift from an emphasis on the problem and instead focus on envisioning a positive future. "Flip from ‘risk’ to the ‘future we want’ for our communities and regions." They urged that any such vision should be accompanied by a complementary set of metrics for progress and success.

---

Box 12: Elements of a Values Framework for the Adaptation Field

Values to guide the development of a unifying vision for the adaptation field and to give it direction could include:

- Greater commitment to the common good;
- Greater openness, on all sides, to different ways of thinking;
- Deep examination of human-to-human and human-to-nature relations;
- Prioritization of human-centered and nature-based approaches over technology-driven adaptation;
- Commitment to social justice and fairness;
- Focus on economic vitality;
- Meaningful community engagement; and
- Community resilience.
One framework, many visions. Study participants argued that there may not be a singular vision for the field, given that “all adaptation is local,” and that visioning is most powerful when specific to regions or sectors. In urban areas, for example, one suggested replacing the car-oriented urban-suburban paradigm of the 1950s with a new vision centered on human well-being. Such locally specific visions would need to account for tangible manifestations of climate change, offer locally practicable and desirable solutions, and advance diverse needs and goals.

In short, while a unifying vision for the field was valued and desired, there was less clarity about the framing of that vision. It might, for example, embrace a diverse set of context-sensitive visions, brought together by a coherent set of values, while contributing to a larger set of goals.

4.2 Purpose

Many communities are not yet aware of the need to adapt. Despite the extraordinary scale of the climate change problem, there is not a corresponding sense of urgency in addressing the problem in the country at large. Meeting the scope of the global climate challenge requires vastly more robust mitigation and adaptation action than has occurred to date (Figure 20).

Some criticized the framing of adaptation as a planning process, or even just as a “process” rather than an “outcome”—as one put it, as “an infinite road map with no destination.” Others agreed that shifting the focus to outcomes would help define a purpose and articulate why adaptation is so important, while spurring innovation.

Priorities for adaptation investment are values-driven and difficult to reconcile. With rapidly emerging impacts and reduced funding, it is important to determine which vulnerabilities to focus on first or most. When we asked participants about sectoral and regional priorities for investment, their answers reflected a variety of values, experiences, passions, and concerns (Box 13). Clearly, such value-laden choices are not easily reconciled, but must be engaged.

A strong majority of survey participants called for greater investment in the water sector, urban systems/infrastructure and coastal zones (Figure 21). Human health is also near the top of the list; respondents mentioned impacts including the growth in tropical diseases such as zika, malaria, and dengue in new geographies; increased heat-induced asthma and pollen-induced allergies; and mental health impacts from climate stresses and shocks. It is notable that attention to cross-cutting issues that connect different sectors, as well as indigenous peoples, lands and resources, and rural areas fell into the middle of the prioritized list. Many respondents acknowledge that their stakeholders place a greater emphasis on solving health problems than solving climate problems. Accordingly, there is an opportunity to follow both practitioner direction and recommendations from the literature by emphasizing health-related adaptation messages and action.
Box 13: What is "Greatest Vulnerability"?

Decisions about the focus of efforts to reduce vulnerabilities are deeply value-laden, if not always conscious. The underlying differing values can fuel passionate debates and must be engaged if a common vision and shared action agenda is to be found.

For some study participants, “greatest vulnerability” aligned with potential for economic disruption and loss; they believed adaptation efforts should prioritize highly urbanized, economically vital coastal regions. Others pointed to economic sectors that may not generate the greatest contribution to GDP, but are critical for overall security. In this case, agriculture and the nation’s food supply would emerge as a high priority.

Yet others interpreted “greatest vulnerability” as the biggest potential for loss of unique ecosystems, species, and ecosystem services on which a region, the country, or even the world relies. Such an interpretation might prioritize adaptation in natural areas under intense development or climate pressures.

Yet another interpretation of vulnerability rested on existing and historical legacies of social injustice, calling for greater focus on low-income and marginalized communities, in both urban and rural areas.

US Sectors Perceived to Have the Greatest Need for Investment in Adaptation/Resilience
(Top three, n=53)

- Water Resources
- Urban Systems/Infrastructure
- Coastal Zones
- Human Health
- Other/Cross-sectional Issues
  - Indigenous Peoples/Lands/Resources
  - Rural Communities
  - Energy Supply/Use
  - Emergency Management
  - Ecosystems/Biodiversity
  - Transportation
  - Agriculture
  - Forests
  - Oceans/Marine Resources

Figure 21: Study participants see the water sector, urban areas, coastal zones, and human health as the highest priorities for future adaptation investment.
An even wider spread emerged among regional priorities (not shown). Nearly half of all respondents identified the Southeast as the region needing the greatest investment in adaptation. Only the national level as the area of greatest need for further adaptation investment came even close (with 42% of responses). All other regions received less than 25% each, although here too, the cross-cutting regional issues fell into the top third of priorities.

### 4.3 Pillars

Study participants emphatically and frequently called for strategic interventions to achieve higher impact and to put the adaptation field on a stronger footing. These include financing and funding mechanisms; policy levers such as regional scaling of local efforts; and work with professional societies and standard-setting organizations.

#### Financing and Funding

Not surprisingly, nearly all respondents pointed to the need for more creative, sustained, and coordinated funding and financing for adaptation work. While many grantees use the terms “funding” and “financing” interchangeably, we find the distinction made by experts in the field helpful and intuitive (Box 14).

Changes to financing and funding for adaptation could include:

**Collaborative regional funding models to help fill federal gaps.** Given diminished federal leadership and support for climate action, study participants believed funding and financing needs should receive greater priority from other funders now. Many feared that state and local funding sources will be even more constrained; and communities, sectors, and adaptation service providers will need to find alternative funding sources for previously federally funded projects. Some participants suggested that regional funding collaboratives—sometimes encompassing cities and the rural areas from which they source critical resources—might help. For example, cities could pay rural areas for their stewardship of natural resources.

**Funding support for proactive adaptation.** Others suggested that adaptation funding must shift in focus from reactive disaster response and recovery to proactive adaptation and resilience building. Funding for preventive efforts would incentivize communities to take crucial steps before disaster strikes. This approach has been shown to prevent significant losses, and it is more cost-effective than post-disaster funding.

An important preventive step would be to remove the perverse incentives created by federal flood insurance policies, which allow “the cost of one person’s desire to live in a coastal area [to be] passed on to other people.” Some respondents cited FEMA’s disaster deductible as a good start; it requires those receiving disaster assistance to bear a certain amount of the cost themselves. The key, they believed, is to make clear who actually “owns the risk [so that communities] understand it and have more incentive to mitigate.”

Others emphasized that funders must “avoid stranded investment and the dangers of making [any] investments that are not adapted to future conditions.” Indeed, they

---

**BOX 14: Funding and Financing Adaptation**

**Funding** is money received for a specific purpose that does not have to be paid back. Examples include local revenue and grants from foundations or government. Challenges with funding include the lack of dedicated adaptation programs, the siloed and piecemeal nature of funding sources, competitive allocation, requirements of matches from other sources, and declining availability.

**Financing** is money received for projects or programs that must be paid back. Loans, bonds, and other forms of public or private financing are examples. Challenges include mechanisms that are often technically difficult to implement. In addition, not all adaptation work can be financed, and sources to repay loans must be found.

Source: Adapted from Grannis (2017)
RISING TO THE CHALLENGE TOGETHER

Figure 22: After Superstorm Sandy, the city of Hoboken, New Jersey worked with financial experts to develop a multi-purpose solution that includes green infrastructure, open space, parking capacity, and sub-surface stormwater protection. Source: Re:Focus website and Re:Invest: A Roadmap for Resilience, used with permission

stressed, all traditional capital expenditures should include adaptive goals. One pointed particularly to the need to improve city procurement processes and ensure that “chief financial officers and chief capital officers grow to be adaptation experts.”

Creative financing. Interviewees also thought that innovative, non-traditional finance mechanisms are badly needed (Figure 22). “Establishing new financial instruments has high transaction costs, but we need them for adaptation. This is a big hurdle to getting to larger-scale implementation of adaptation in the next ten years.” To overcome that hurdle, interviewees thought it important to “get adaptation experts in conversations with people who control money—retirement funds, (re)insurance, bond investors, and credit rating agencies.”

Private-sector financiers are another potential source of resources. As one interviewee observed, “there is so much money out there. Impact investing is growing. How do we turn this into something real [for adaptation] to create the communities we want?” But, they wished that communities would recognize that private-sector investors are only interested if there is a return on their investment. Some projects will not generate revenue (“a seawall is not a toll road”), and thus require other means to generate the necessary funds. And to get projects privately funded, “[investors] need someone to hand-hold communities through the project development process, including for project pre-development” to identify previously unforeseen revenue streams or collateral benefits. One participant recommended that, in addition to general obligation bonds, innovative finance mechanisms like resilience bonds\(^{116}\) or other insurance-linked securities might finance otherwise “non-bankable” projects.

Foundation Collaboration and Growth

Philanthropic funding has been an important pillar of support to date, and that support can be leveraged to greater effect. The leading suggestion was that philanthropists should engage in more strategic collaboration to scale efforts and complement available funding and finance pools.

Networks and long-term capacity building require support. Some foundations, particularly Kresge, were appreciated for providing “soft money for ongoing support, including for networks.” This has been essential to complement funding for “shovel-ready” projects that do not cover staff time, engagement, planning, or capacity building. Interviewees said that many foundations do not like to give money when there are no ribbon-cutting outcomes at the end. Others thought foundations are risk-averse and tend to go with the familiar, rather than with the most qualified or innovative. And “foundations go through cycles and trends; they come and go; topics are on and off, while issues for communities do not go away.” The enduring problem of climate change merits equally enduring foundation support.

Like their grantees, funders must collaborate. Many pointed to independence and isolation among foundations even when they work in similar, overlapping, or closely related issue areas such as resilience, climate action, and social equity. For example, “The Rockefeller Foundation and The Kresge Foundation barely seem to acknowledge one another.” After years of foundations prodding collaborative grantee work, an interviewee said, “We’re collaborating. Now they [the funders] need to step up” and collaborate among themselves.

Philanthropists should engage in more strategic collaboration to scale efforts and complement available funding and finance pools.
Many felt the philanthropic community needs to “think bigger” and “act as though they know we are in this for the long haul,” for instance, by coming together to fund large efforts collaboratively, considering more re-granting through local foundations, spurring government funding and finance initiatives aimed at adaptation, and inspiring social investments. This would be particularly helpful for smaller communities and organizations with limited ability to access funds; it may be crucial now that federal funding is being cut back.

One suggested a “national urban sustainability consortium,” that could utilize a collective impact model\(^{117}\) and position NGOs to better serve cities collaboratively. In such a consortium, each would focus on what they do best to achieve common goals, and competition for resources would be decreased. Some believed such joint efforts would require reassessment of individual foundations’ funding criteria, as “not everything within the big efforts will meet every funding criterion” of each contributing foundation.

**More funding is needed to grow the field.** Finally, some urged that foundation supporters of adaptation needed to reverse the trend of “shrinking, not growing,” noting, for example, the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation’s withdrawal of support for adaptation in the US. Many wished that related fields—such as public health, social equity, smart growth, poverty alleviation, and community development—would explicitly embrace adaptation to extend the available pools of support.

At the same time, many believed foundations should not abandon funding for urban areas, but extend it—maybe through pooled funds—to small and medium-sized cities and towns that have not benefitted from foundation support and are not part of city networks. This would recognize the resource flows between cities and rural areas, and enable holistic solutions (Figure 23). Foundations could thereby help the field develop “a Marshall Plan for resilience investment, a New Deal societal contract.”

** Scaling up via Policy Levers **

*As federal policy lags, state and regional efforts must step up.* To address climate change without strong leadership from the current US Administration or Congress, most interviewees thought state-level and regional (multi-locality and multi-state) work must now step in to provide the necessary policy pillars of support. They felt that it is especially important to work more effectively with state government officials, partly to help scale up efforts, and partly to form alliances that can shield local efforts against inappropriate federal interference. Still, the field should make use of any federal levers that still exist. For example, regional branches of federal agencies are often very supportive of local- and state-level action and can be useful partners there. In addition, study participants emphasized the continued need to protect important federal assets, such as research programs, data, tools, and information portals.

Some cautioned against an overly optimistic shift in focus to lower levels of government: many states and local communities lack the financial capacity or political inclination to step into adaptation leadership. But state and regional efforts are currently seen as the most realistic hope to enable and scale up local adaptation. Existing regional efforts, however, need to be strengthened to have more “teeth” (Box 15).

** Standard-Setting Efforts **

*Carefully chosen standards are needed to help improve practices.* Another suggested way to strengthen the field’s pillars is to leverage regulatory changes and standards. But some cautioned that leverage points must be carefully chosen and designed to move practices in a positive direction rather than backward.\(^{119}\) In this context, some identified the need for exemplary codes or a library of sample ordinances to make it easier for cities to change their codes.

Professional societies and national and international standard-setting organizations (such as the National Institute of Science and Technology [NIST] and the ISO were
Multiple local governments (cities and counties) have joined together in regional collaboratives to advance adaptation. Collaboratives are underway in Southeast Florida, Metro Boston, the San Francisco Bay Area, Los Angeles, San Diego, Puget Sound, and the Twin Cities—and also in less-urbanized areas such as the Sierra Nevada region, New England, and the Intermountain West.

These collaboratives differ widely in their approaches, actors, foci, activities, governance structures, and effectiveness. To date, they serve mostly as hubs for learning and capacity building as well as for information generation and sharing. They also offer safe spaces for cross-sector engagement and the creation of common goals. However, their impact on local and regional policy has been very limited in most instances, given the strong preference for home rule—the desire to maintain local policymaking authority, rather than yield it to higher levels of government.

The San Francisco Bay Area is, in some ways, an exception (Figure 24).

Cross-state regional collaborations also show some evidence of success. Examples include promising efforts to manage ocean acidification on the West Coast (including British Columbia); to preserve water quality and contain invasive species in the Great Lakes region (including US states and Canadian provinces); and to increase coastal resilience in and among states bordering the Gulf of Mexico.

Governance experts suggest these multi-jurisdictional collaborations will exert their greatest strength only when their collaborative structures are imbued with sufficient authority and funding to enact regional solutions.

Public to do more to build resilience and remove barriers to adaptation. Many of these tools rely on specific knowledge (for example, in economics, risk disclosure, and measures of adaptation progress and success); others address the need for positive, inspiring stories.

A second set of needs coalesces around stepped-up capacity building, professionalizing the field, and fostering greater sophistication in adaptation. Finally, the field needs to go deeper, by incorporating equity into minds, hearts, and practice, and embracing the need for transformative change.

**Tools of Persuasion**

**Making the economic case.** The first needed “tool of persuasion” is better analysis that would allow prac-
The field must better understand and communicate what’s at stake, cost-wise.

In addition to indicators and metrics, most interviewees argued the field must better understand and communicate “what’s at stake, cost-wise, in terms of [for instance] flooding and real estate values,” which would “bring a lot more awareness and willingness to invest in adaptation. We should be able to say, “Because adaptation efforts were undertaken, it’s less bad than last time or than it could have been.” “Demonstrate[ing] the impact of climate on budgets for lawmakers and market operators.” The field should develop cost curves that show the relative expense of particular adaptation interventions—similar to those used for mitigation.120 Others called for specific tools, such as:

- Cost-benefit analyses that allow for a comparison of projects;
- Analyses that integrate project lifetime costs of traditional (grey) vs. green infrastructure;
- Valuation of ecosystem services and values;
- Assessments of the cost of inaction or, in some cases, the cost associated with not overcoming certain adaptation barriers; and
- Quantification of non-monetized social/community benefits.

Such tools could help the field move from a “laundry list” of what might help to a clear set of priorities, backed-up by solid evidence. That said, study participants seemed to have limited awareness of existing studies that show significant savings in damages and recovery costs from investment in hazard mitigation. The third NCA, for example, noted “[a] robust finding [is] that the cost of inaction is 4 to 10 times greater than the cost associated with preventive hazard mitigation.” Despite this well-established evidence, communities are often hesitant to mandate resilience-building measures and unaware of tools available to incentivize such actions.122 To help make the economic argument, interviewees suggested, the field must draw on the best current thinking among economists to raise risk awareness and increase risk ownership.123

Climate risk assessments and disclosure. As one interviewee observed, “Everyone underestimates what they are exposed to and assumes they will be made whole by someone else.” Consistent risk assessment and disclosure could drive the resilience of economic sectors and the field in general. Respondents noted that if corporations share a protocol for assessing and disclosing climate-risks material to their businesses, it could boost the resilience of specific sectors, alert investors to potential losses, and build a powerful constituency for government action. Some see risk disclosure as particularly powerful: “What will drive the field to the next level is insurance, bonding, engineering, and legal liability requirements” that embed climate risks in investment decisions.124 Together with changes in how risks and benefits are calculated (for example, lowering the discount rate to place greater value on the future; improving benefit-cost analysis; and including valuation of currently non-monetized benefits, such as ecosystem services or social/cultural benefits), climate risk assessment and disclosure could lower the hurdle of high upfront costs and increase the value of resilience investments over short and longer timescales.

**Measures for adaptation progress and success.** Interviewees expressed frustration that there is not one clear adaptation target—akin to the 1.5 or 2°C warming limit intended to drive greenhouse gas mitigation.125 A target is an important tool of communication, persuasion, and governance; without one, some feared the field would remain fragmented and ineffectual in the political and financial worlds. Some believed the lack of metrics of success is “potentially fatal” to progress.126 The lack of systematic monitoring and evaluation is also a problem: respondents were not clear about how to select adequate indicators and metrics, and many bemoaned the lack of resources for ongoing monitoring; one said the field has taken an “artisanal approach” to adaptation tracking and assessment to date. How to establish and track measures of adaptation success and progress is “consistently the top topic cities want to learn about.”

And while measures of vulnerability in the public domain are improving, those have not yet translated into adaptation targets or standards. Some believed that NIST has a role to play; and in fact, it has already taken up the baton.127 In short, while they welcomed the emerging debate over metrics and standards, interviewees were impatient for speedier progress.

**Stories of success.** In addition to indicators and metrics, the field needs stories of success. This was reiterated many times: “We need a narrative that helps us sell adaptation,” said one. “We need to demonstrate...
that this is a quality-of-life issue, not a political issue,” said another (Figure 25).

The need for a compelling narrative about adaptation echoed the frustration that, despite much local experimentation on adaptation in recent years, there are still only limited lessons learned. “We need case studies on how to integrate mitigation and adaptation, how to talk about adaptation, how to integrate science information. This will increase learning between cities—including for small and medium-sized cities—accountability, and peer pressure to advance adaptation.” Others saw a need to go beyond or get more out of existing clearing-houses of case studies, which are too hard to navigate and systematically evaluate.

Important examples of progress—especially in the most vulnerable communities—rarely get written up or shared. Representatives of the environmental justice community, in particular, pointed to the challenge of telling their stories when they barely have enough resources to do their work. In other words, “the very thing we’re wanting to see more of, we don’t have a way of learning about” because the best efforts to build equity and social cohesion are not resourced sufficiently to capture stories for the field’s adoption. And because the most visible, widely distributed success stories revolve around urban communities, rural adaptation efforts and audiences are even more isolated and forgotten. “We are doing great work; we just don’t have the ability to get the message out.”

Some noted the need for success stories on crossing political and cultural differences. They felt the field needs to better understand current political shifts and figure out how to connect with people “who are not like us.” Others noted the importance of getting inspiring stories into the mainstream media to show the intersection between health, small business, economic growth, and climate change. “We need investment in communication and advocacy for smart policies at the local level.”

**Advancing Capacity for Moving to Action**

Interviewees greatly appreciated recent (mostly philanthropic) investments in capacity building through education, trainings, project-based and network-based peer learning. But there is an urgent need to expand the circle of those benefiting from capacity-building efforts.

Interviewees felt it was important to learn which tactics and approaches are most effective, to move investments in planning and capacity building to real results, and to bring those results to scale. All too often, excellent studies and thoughtful plans end up “on the shelf.” As one noted, “There are very few examples of where adaptation plans have been implemented, either on their own or incorporated into other things.” So, “we need to turn plans and policies into a reality.” In the next five years, as one put it clearly, we need to “cross the frontier of implementation.” Areas of greatest need include:

**Professionalization of practice.** Interviewees saw a need to intensify efforts in professionalization to ensure that adaptation actions are of high quality. They named several priority areas for increasing the sophistication of practice:

- Deeper understanding of climate change science, the interconnected nature of natural and social systems, and the depth of the challenges around increasing social cohesion and social equity;
- Strategic thinking in resilience-building interventions;
- A better understanding (and ability to apply principles) of effective climate change communication with diverse audiences; and
- Understanding of the need for transformative change. (See below.)

Interviewees appreciated movement toward professionalization, as indicated by the emergence of new professional titles such as Chief Resilience Officer (CRO), a job title that—while not always implying work on climate resilience—did not exist just a few years ago. While acknowledging that “practical experiments are deepen-
While experienced adaptation professionals consider equity essential to successful adaptation, most still struggle with “equity literacy” and find it difficult to operationalize.}

**Deeper Thinking and Committed Action for Equity**

**In practice.** Many interviewees saw a need for the field to embrace social equity as a multi-dimensional concept. Several called for examples of what equitable adaptation actually looks like in practice and where equitable outcomes have been achieved.

Despite acknowledgement of equity on paper, interviewees thought the mainstream adaptation community had not deeply considered or committed to equity as a leading practice; and, “without this [commitment], equity is too easy to ignore—it’s already ignored in our current systems.” They felt the field must first create the space to have conversations about equity, with expert facilitation to help overcome distrust. Some noted that "the environmental community doesn’t have a civil rights background" and "in the white community, there is still a lack of willingness to acknowledge past exclusion and racism."

Equity issues are becoming particularly pressing in high-risk coastal regions and other climate hotspots, where residents must decide whether to adapt in place or migrate to less insecure regions. Which communities and neighborhoods can afford to stay and attract the resources and political support to do so? If they cannot stay, do they have the resources and socio-economic mobility to move away? Extreme events like Hurricanes Katrina and Sandy, as well as the gradual but incessant impacts of coastal erosion in places like Alaska and Louisiana, provide empirical evidence of these pressing social equity dimensions of climate change adaptation. Research confirms this: “[T]he wealthy are more mobile in the face of climate-induced hardship, and more effective at limiting the mobility of others,” further marginalizing the poor.

**In research.** Some suggest that environmental equity needs its own “think tanks” to be sure the issue is addressed without having “to depend on external experts.” As one stated, “Folks who work on equity and environmental justice do not have their own research.” As a result, the equity dimensions of climate change are not systemically examined and addressed.

**In training.** While experienced adaptation professionals consider equity essential to successful adaptation, most still struggle with "equity literacy" and find it difficult to operationalize. Some interviewees worried that attempting to solve social equity through adaptation was burdening two ill-defined and inadequately measured systemic challenges, threatening the success of both—perhaps especially when attempted beyond the project scale. Many flagged the need for quality equity training as a way to raise awareness and cultural competency, “especially among those who have never given it a second thought,” keeping in mind that an appreciation of the many dimensions of equity can take years to develop. A suggestion was for funders to require high-quality, equity-focused preparation as a condition of allocating funds.

Efforts to move toward formal certification are underway, with the American Society of Adaptation Professionals (ASAP) in planning mode and the Association of Climate Change Officers (ACCO) offering trainings. But respondents said this work must be undertaken with greater intentionality over the next five years to create more certainty regarding professionals’ level of understanding and skill. Moreover, professional groups need more resources to link trainings directly to projects on the ground.

To further the professionalization of the field, several interviewees called for formal educational standards, connecting the professional pipeline from high school to higher education and career development. Integrating education with practical experience would also help overcome long-standing challenges in connecting research with practice. Some felt preparation for adaptation would need to be “an emphasis in other professions,” since most professionals in the field are from other professions. Over time, there might also be specialized training for adaptation professionals. It remained unclear to many interviewees what such training would entail. “Since we don’t, as a field, know what our leading practices are, universities have no guidance [for professionalizing the field].... We don't have that conversation. Those are the systemic questions we need to be asking.”
In funding. Others felt that the development of equitable processes could be supported by concrete funding requirements, such as an “equity screen” and criteria similar to those used by the World Bank when addressing impacts within the poorest populations. But interviewees acknowledged that “it’s a very different thing to have a set of criteria for equity integration as opposed to doing it.” Moreover, there is not just one type of equity; it manifests in many contexts and ways; for example, between rural and urban areas; as income, racial, or gender inequality; in the context of geographic redlining; in human health; in the likelihood of displacement and migration; across generations; and between humans and other species. Interviewees felt that the depth of dialogue required to grapple with these complex inequities is simply not taking place on a widespread level, but it must.

In leadership. Study participants felt strongly that the field also needs to cultivate leadership on equity. The field should “continue to invest in change agents!” said one interviewee; another called for a deeper bench to avoid tapping the same equity leaders again and again. They suggested the field should foster specialized partnerships (with equity-savvy consultants, NGOs, and academics, for example) to advance and spread deeper understanding. And while many agreed that equity concerns are receiving more attention than in past years, there are still huge gaps to fill to ensure that “resilience is not a luxury good.”

Capacity for Transformative Change

Meeting the needs described in this chapter would go a long way toward advancing the field. But for a handful of interviewees, even successfully addressing these needs was not enough. Given the growing scale and pace of climate change, and the lack of serious attention to social equity in all its dimensions, they called for transformative thinking and action aimed at the deeper causes of climate, environmental, and social problems. “We have to get to the root of the problem, or else it’s just insufficient half measures (Figure 26).”

When society avoids addressing root causes, some said, it perpetuates narratives that limit what is possible with resilience building. As one noted, “We have forgotten how to live in abundance within limits, and instead live with a constant sense of scarcity and fear without limits.” Others pointed to deeply anchored narratives about human domination over nature, about separation and difference, and other ways of reinforcing division rather than unity. Yet others pointed to inertia and its underlying drivers: institutional processes and structures; interest politics; power distribution; access to resources; and mindsets.

An agenda for transformative change. Respondents offered outcomes that would reflect transformative change, echoing the goals of the climate justice movement. These include:

- A move from an extractive economy to a regenerative economy;
- Poverty eradication;
- Elimination of racism;
- A functional grassroots democracy;
- A complete conversion to renewable energy;
- Decentralized, distributed water and energy systems; and
- Clusters of self-sufficient or gridless communities (Figure 27).

In comparison to the more modest adaptation goals commonly discussed, these respondents aimed much deeper. “Adaptation is about a lot more than tweaking; it is about a real systems change.”
Interviewees spoke of the need to build capacity to transition to a different future, and for different processes required to achieve it. Some said a profound shift in values is needed, although there is no consensus on whether that shift will precede—or follow—the creation of very different systems. Some argued that “values are the DNA and operating system of society” from which all other actions flow. Thus, interviewees suggested, “the movement needs to find its moral center,” its core values, to catalyze a shift in how we treat one another and the environment.

Others felt strongly that communicating about values is not enough; that instead, “we need to lead with solution sets” and model transformative change for others. They said it is necessary to both “create the will and show the way to get it done.” As one put it, “The answer is not ‘I have a plan,’ but it is ‘I have the capacities [to act].’” Thus, they felt there is a need to invest in these capacities, not as an alternative to the other critical needs listed in this chapter but as integrated extensions or modifications of them. Accordingly, investment in capacities should further the transformative change needed (Box 16).

An important gap, interviewees said, is in recognizing the profound lack of current capacity for deep, transformative work. First and foremost, they observed, is the lack of time, resources, and space to think bigger. Because there is so little capacity to do urgently needed work, they noted how most people revert to doing things “the way we have always done them.” But interviewees also recognized that time and capacity are not always the limiting factors. Some pointed to active avoidance of the need for transformative change in sectors and segments of society that would rather perpetuate the status quo. They asserted that transformative change is profoundly about power and privilege, and about changing power relationships (Box 17).

Interviewees told of numerous instances where race and class (and to a lesser extent, age) affected the ability of actors to participate in adaptation-related planning or implementation processes, or where actions taken were either overtly ignored or did not address equity implications. Interviewees emphasized that in the alternative, empowered, and more equitable processes they helped create, “we engage as whole human beings, not defined just by positions or expertise.” In these processes, considerable time is spent in mutual education and awareness raising about the root causes of inequity.

**Box 16: Transformative Capacities: An Incomplete List**

To successfully navigate the difficult terrain of transformational change, needed capacities include:

- Facilitating knowledge co-creation and utilization;
- Ability to collaborate at scale;
- Systems thinking, holistic thinking;
- Visioning;
- Embracing deep uncertainty;
- Power-mapping and power-building through community-based actions and coalitions;
- Building trust, legitimacy, and social capital;
- Recognizing and accepting the limits of previously used approaches;
- Recognizing the limits of, and being able to constructively dismantle or destabilize, existing systems;
- Developing (or enabling) creativity and social innovations;
- Preparing communities/systems for deep change;
- Creating, recognizing, and seizing windows of opportunity;
- Identifying goals and targets, and tracking progress along a transformative pathway;
- Framing a new narrative, championing it, and inspiring others with it;
- Facilitating difficult, emotion- and value-laden dialogues;
- Building psychological skills to deal with loss, profound change, and renewal.
Box 17: Power and Privilege in Climate Adaptation

Privilege—commonly defined as a special right, advantage, or immunity granted or available to particular groups—can play into adaptation in countless ways. For example:

- Wealthier populations can afford to live in neighborhoods with lush tree canopies, helping to shade against extreme summer heat—a privilege not held by poorer populations, in whose neighborhoods far less has been invested to maintain tree cover. Privilege is when we do not have to think about that.
- Air- and water-polluting industries, refineries, power plants are found predominantly in communities of color. Resulting health impacts, such as asthma, disproportionally affect them. Privilege is when we can pretend our children’s health is a birthright.
- Many women—in science, business, politics, or community work—still find their voices, ideas, or achievements given less attention than those of men. Privilege is when we are heard every time we speak.

Power—defined here as the capacity to influence or direct a course of action or others—is needed to make adaptation-related decisions. When people are not in formal positions of power to make certain decisions (such as a mayor, legislator, business owner, or head of household), they must empower themselves, alone or together, to gain influence over decisions. For example:

- Having the time and ability to attend a public meeting gives access to decision-making processes.
- Having the resources to effectively communicate one’s story gives voice.
- Having the ability to convene leaders garners respect and enables more powerful ideas and coalitions to emerge.

Finally, they argued, changing power relationships in community-driven resilience planning requires rethinking and broadening the definitions of expertise to include those who do not necessarily hold advanced degrees and thus are not in privileged positions to determine “whose knowledge counts,” but who may hold in-depth local knowledge of community needs, assets/strengths, and vulnerabilities. (Figure 28).

4.5 People

While study participants appreciated the influx of new actors into the adaptation field over the past several years, many called for leadership development and engagement of previously under-represented actors.

Leadership is needed. Participants urged the adaptation community to address the lack of clear field leadership. A critical way forward, some suggested, is to “power-map critical influencers inside and outside the field [to identify] points of power that can be supported and amplified and that will talk about climate for a long time.”

Broaden the tent. Participants highlighted the need to engage several groups of currently under-represented actors, including:

The private sector. Many study participants believed the field needs broader participation from the private
sector, including businesses mitigating climate risks within their own operations and supply chains; investors in community resilience efforts; and consultants with expertise in adaptation (Figure 29). Engaging the private sector—either directly or through business associations such as the (San Francisco) Bay Area Council, ACCO, or Chambers of Commerce—was considered a lever for greater capacity building and field growth. The “field would have more gravitas and impact if the private sector were involved,” said one interviewee. “This would help to mainstream adaptation and create scale.”

Deeper engagement of the private sector, however, would require changes in the way stakeholders interact. For example, when forging public-private partnerships, government staff and consultants would need to ensure that diverse community voices are at the table from the start. Conversely, where resilience-building efforts are driven by grassroots organizations, those efforts would have to link up with governments and private-sector actors to ensure integration and gain leverage.

**Workers in related fields.** Interviewees said the workforce lacks understanding and capacity on adaptation, and “this is likely to remain a problem, especially around the intersections of social progress and climate adaptation.” They thought it was critical to educate and engage workers in the building sector, real estate, public works, health care, transportation, energy, capital planning, and in state governments.

**People in rural areas.** As resources shift toward urban areas, interviewees saw a need to engage smaller cities and rural areas, particularly where they can form productive partnerships with cities. And, given the recent emergence of populist sentiments in blue-collar areas across rural America, they thought it particularly important to ensure that the needs of rural workers and communities are addressed meaningfully. This is especially true around issues such as education, health care, good employment options, and social and communication networks. Without engagement of these communities, a truly shared vision and hope for a better future cannot be created. Political polarization could worsen, ultimately challenging the ability to govern effectively (Box 6).

**Youth.** Several interviewees insisted that strategic engagement of young people is critical to the success of adaptation, in part because youth are “better positioned to think outside the box and be creative,” and “they understand [that] inequity is right in front of every community.” A few interviewees attributed the creative potential of youth to their unique experience with the last decade’s social, economic, and environmental crises, noting that young people are actually better positioned to “deal with uncertainty” because they have lived it. Moreover, the climate justice and just transition movements offer opportunities to introduce young people to a new wave of meaningful careers. Some thought working with cultural icons who embrace climate action could energize youth. Thus, engaging and empowering youth was seen as a huge need and missed opportunity.
In this context, interviewees suggested cultivating an “adaptation farm team” that cultivates talented young people so that they can scale their reach and build cross-sector relationships. Specific suggestions included empowering youth to work with celebrities to message change. Youth could also be engaged through AmeriCorps programs—especially in rural areas—and through schools and religious communities (Figure 30).

**Existing networks should be better utilized.** To increase reach and impact, study participants thought the adaptation field must achieve more with existing networks—particularly in the urban context—by connecting various urban-focused organizations and collectives. Interviewees pointed to the need for better linkages among networks already focused on urban adaptation (C40, 100RC, ICLEI, and USDN) and among those networks and organizations with a broader set of goals and connections to elected officials (National League of Cities, US Conference of Mayors, and National Association of Counties).

There is a need for better linkages among networks.
CHAPTER 5
Rising to the Challenge, Together: A Critical Assessment, Recommendations, and Call to Action
In this final chapter, we draw conclusions about the state of the field compared to the vision of a mature field we offered in Chapter 2. This critical assessment points to an inescapable conclusion: the US field of climate adaptation is emerging, but it is not yet equal to the task before it; nor is it evolving quickly or deliberately enough to manage worsening climate threats.

The recommendations we offer in this chapter are based on this assessment. We offer an approach to prioritization, then ask our readers to identify their place in the field-building picture, and to use their leverage to help close the resilience gap within the next 10 years (Figure 31).

5.1 Critical Assessment

Table 1 provides a highly condensed synthesis of the previous four chapters. It recalls the 4P framework that has guided this field assessment and provides a line-of-sight comparison of:

- The vision of a mature adaptation field;
- The field that we found through our empirical research;
- The climate-driven and societal demands increasingly placed on the field; and
- Our assessment of the current state of the field along each of its four constituent components.

In short, we hold up each of the 4Ps against three evaluative “yard sticks:”

- How do the findings reflect components of the field? Are the components present, well developed, or not yet fully developed?
- How do the findings compare with our proposed vision of a mature field?
- How do the findings compare with the needs arising from the accelerating frequency and severity of climate change impacts?

The US field of climate adaptation is emerging, but it is not yet equal to the task before it; nor is it evolving quickly or deliberately enough to manage worsening climate threats.
### Purpose

The widely valued goal a field is focused on or organized around. It is centered on the clear delineation of a common problem, and linked to a vision of a world in which that problem is addressed once and for all or in an ongoing manner.

### KEY FINDINGS: CURRENT STATE OF THE FIELD

- Climate impacts are driving adaptation, yet crisis-driven adaptation is reactive, expensive, and treats symptoms rather than root causes.
- There is greater acceptance of the need for adaptation, yet polarization on climate change prevents concerted engagement on mitigation and adaptation.
- Some have recognized that resilience requires attention to root causes.
- There is new awareness of equity, but little agreement or action.
- The adaptation field lacks an all-encompassing vision.
- The field needs a unifying values framework to guide adaptation, even if it will be expressed in many locally meaningful visions.
- The federal leadership vacuum could spur visioning in communities.
- Many communities are not yet aware of the need to adapt.
- There is a lack of clear regional, sectoral, and cross-cutting priorities to drive focus.

### VISION OF A MATURE FIELD

- A well-developed adaptation field creates the nationwide capacity to effectively and equitably close the resilience gap.
- The field is singularly focused on working toward a world in which that gap is closed for all.
- It understands its mission as preventing, minimizing, and alleviating climate change threats to human well-being and to the natural and built systems on which humans depend.
- It works to create new opportunities by addressing the causes and consequences of climate change in ways that solve related social, environmental, and economic problems.

### CLIMATE-DRIVEN AND SOCIETAL DEMANDS ON THE FIELD

- Humanity is now moving out of the Holocene and into the Anthropocene, and exceeding four out of nine planetary boundaries.
- The climate is changing, and society is at rapidly growing risk.
- Evidence of climate-driven changes is emerging across the US in the form of extreme events and other progressively more-severe impacts.

### OUR ASSESSMENT OF THE CURRENT STATE OF THE FIELD

- Adaptation professionals lack a common definition of the problem due to the heterogeneous nature of climate impacts, the politicized responses to climate change, and the prevailing reactive stance taken to climate impacts.
- Adaptation professionals lack a unifying vision of what they should be able to do or what shared goals they could accomplish.
- For many, a common purpose built from a shared problem understanding and unifying vision would need to involve social equity and cohesion, but this view is not widely or deeply shared.
- Priorities for adaptation investment are values-driven and difficult to reconcile. As a result, there is no field-wide agreement on adaptation priorities.
- The field lacks a pervasive sense of urgency.

### Table 1: Critical Assessment of the State of the US Adaptation Field

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FIELD COMPONENT AND BASIC DEFINITION (Chapter 2)</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The widely valued goal a field is focused on or organized around. It is centered on the clear delineation of a common problem, and linked to a vision of a world in which that problem is addressed once and for all or in an ongoing manner.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY FINDINGS: CURRENT STATE OF THE FIELD (Chapters 3 &amp; 4)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Climate impacts are driving adaptation, yet crisis-driven adaptation is reactive, expensive, and treats symptoms rather than root causes.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• There is greater acceptance of the need for adaptation, yet polarization on climate change prevents concerted engagement on mitigation and adaptation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Some have recognized that resilience requires attention to root causes.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• There is new awareness of equity, but little agreement or action.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The adaptation field lacks an all-encompassing vision.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The field needs a unifying values framework to guide adaptation, even if it will be expressed in many locally meaningful visions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The federal leadership vacuum could spur visioning in communities.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Many communities are not yet aware of the need to adapt.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• There is a lack of clear regional, sectoral, and cross-cutting priorities to drive focus.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VISION OF A MATURE FIELD (Chapter 2)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• A well-developed adaptation field creates the nationwide capacity to effectively and equitably close the resilience gap.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The field is singularly focused on working toward a world in which that gap is closed for all.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• It understands its mission as preventing, minimizing, and alleviating climate change threats to human well-being and to the natural and built systems on which humans depend.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• It works to create new opportunities by addressing the causes and consequences of climate change in ways that solve related social, environmental, and economic problems.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLIMATE-DRIVEN AND SOCIETAL DEMANDS ON THE FIELD (Chapter 1)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Humanity is now moving out of the Holocene and into the Anthropocene, and exceeding four out of nine planetary boundaries.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The climate is changing, and society is at rapidly growing risk.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Evidence of climate-driven changes is emerging across the US in the form of extreme events and other progressively more-severe impacts.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OUR ASSESSMENT OF THE CURRENT STATE OF THE FIELD</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Adaptation professionals lack a common definition of the problem due to the heterogeneous nature of climate impacts, the politicized responses to climate change, and the prevailing reactive stance taken to climate impacts.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Adaptation professionals lack a unifying vision of what they should be able to do or what shared goals they could accomplish.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• For many, a common purpose built from a shared problem understanding and unifying vision would need to involve social equity and cohesion, but this view is not widely or deeply shared.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Priorities for adaptation investment are values-driven and difficult to reconcile. As a result, there is no field-wide agreement on adaptation priorities.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The field lacks a pervasive sense of urgency.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 1: Critical Assessment of the State of the US Adaptation Field (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field Component and Basic Definition (Chapter 2)</th>
<th>People</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The field actors—individuals, organizations, and networks—that come together to address a particular problem and, in so doing, create a field of practice. Actors may change over time, are networked, and include visible leaders.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Findings: Current State of the Field (Chapters 3 &amp; 4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• New actors and networks have energized the adaptation field, including city networks, community groups, utilities, and the private sector.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Smaller cities and rural areas are at risk of being left out of the action.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Adaptation actors are not working together effectively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Leadership is distributed and not solidly established; yet, it is increasingly needed to unify and propel the field forward.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• There are many opportunities for closer integration between the climate justice movement and the adaptation field.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• There is a need to engage under-represented actors, including funders, insurers, investors, workers in related fields, people in rural areas, and youth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Some existing networks are not utilized effectively for advancing adaptation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vision of a Mature Field (Chapter 2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• The mature adaptation field is a powerful, widely recognized, confident, respected, and deeply integrated area of work accomplished by highly skilled people who share a common identity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Individuals, communities, organizations, businesses, and government agencies within the field have taken full ownership of the complementary strategies of climate mitigation and adaptation, implemented in ways that build social cohesion and equity, to achieve the transformational changes required to keep communities safe and thriving.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• With ready access to a wide range of relevant expertise, deeply interconnected field actors share goals and collaborate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Field actors have adopted a culture and practice of adaptive thinking and acting in a world of constant and disruptive change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Benefiting from widespread social capital, adaptation actors widely share knowledge and resources with each other.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Climate-Driven and Societal Demands on the Field (Chapter 1)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• With the emergence of more-severe and/or more-frequent climate extremes and other impacts across the US, the challenges of adaptation and resilience building have become an everyday reality for decision makers, although the types and magnitudes of risks faced differ significantly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The convergence of economic and climate crises has illuminated deeper threats to community resilience. Those threats require that a wider range of actors be included in adaptation planning and implementation processes.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Our Assessment of the Current State of the Field</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• The field has seen significant growth in new actors over the past several years, some of whom are well-networked and developing a common identity (particularly city practitioners), but also many others who are not yet linked to each other or across networks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Connecting beyond existing networks within the field or to people outside the field is insufficient, at present, to capture all the talent and expertise needed to close the resilience gap.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• A fundamental tension exists between growing the number and diversity of actors needed to build an effective adaptation field and establishing useful networks and a sense of community.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• There is significant danger of smaller cities and rural areas being left behind.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• In the absence of strong federal leadership, the field is losing or lacking a well-established and influential cohort of leaders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The climate justice movement is influencing the field, yet much remains to be done to effectively integrate movement concerns into adaptation practice.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**TABLE 1: CRITICAL ASSESSMENT OF THE STATE OF THE US ADAPTATION FIELD (CONTINUED)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FIELD COMPONENT AND BASIC DEFINITION (Chapter 2)</th>
<th>Practice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The actions taken and the knowledge, tools, and skills used to fulfill the field's purpose. Practice involves mechanisms for innovation, learning, information sharing, collaboration, common action agendas around shared goals, advocacy, and communication within and beyond the field.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY FINDINGS: CURRENT STATE OF THE FIELD (Chapters 3 &amp; 4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• The knowledge base on adaptation is improving.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Investment in capacity building has strengthened the field.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Tools supporting adaptation are increasingly available, but remain difficult to select and use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Science and practice are increasingly working together, yet more collaboration is needed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The field is experimenting widely, but not yet discerning best practices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Powerful approaches have spurred real change on the ground, but they are not widely recognized or used as best practices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Practice is advancing, but barriers stymie progress from planning to action.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Adaptation is increasingly mainstreamed into existing institutions; while this addresses some barriers, there are also important limitations to this approach.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• More systemic changes are needed to close the resilience gap.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The field must build capacity for deeper thinking, committed action for equity, greater sophistication and professionalization of practice, and transformative change.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VISION OF A MATURE FIELD (Chapter 2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Exemplary models and best practices for effective and equitable adaptation are available, widely known, and backed up with robust evidence.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Scientists and practitioners work closely to distill (and update) core principles and tenets of adaptation knowledge and approaches. They produce, test, and assess innovations in a forward-looking professional culture that is focused on long-term transformative goals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Effective, co-creative science–practice partnerships are the norm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Rigorous professional standards and certification are established, based on guiding principles that can be applied to diverse contexts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The field uses 21st-century communications platforms and tools to convey the urgency of climate action, and to identify and share adaptation stories and lessons learned.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Field actors are skilled in using dialogue to advance mutual understanding and, where possible, consensus around the challenges of transformative change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Professional trainings enable newcomers to gain proficiency in core concepts, technical and social issues, and ethical principles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Key competencies needed to build resilience are ubiquitous and drive toward transformation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Field actors approach adaptation challenges through systems, integrative, holistic, and out-of-the-box thinking, while embracing deep uncertainty and risk-taking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Tracking of progress and feedback mechanisms support rapid learning, cross-fertilization, and maturation of the field's practice and enable rapid response to threats and needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The field facilitates social networking, trust building, and collaboration at scale.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Actors help communities envision—and achieve—desirable futures.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 1: Critical Assessment of the State of the US Adaptation Field (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLIMATE-DRIVEN AND SOCIETAL Demands on the Field (Chapter 1)</th>
<th>OUR ASSESSMENT OF THE CURRENT STATE OF THE FIELD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Recent climate-related disasters show the interconnected nature of climate change impacts across sectors, scales, and regions; adaptation, too, must cross those boundaries.</td>
<td>• The adaptation field’s practice has advanced in a number of important ways in recent years, but the evidence base for what constitutes “best practice” is still weak or spotty.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The socio-economic disparity between the 1% and the 99% is growing wider, demanding that adaptation practice address a wider set of challenges.</td>
<td>• Despite some progress, practice is not yet advanced to implementation except in limited circumstances.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Growing inequity demands inclusive processes, and embedding adaptation in solutions that address long-standing vulnerabilities and problems in communities.</td>
<td>• Incremental progress in adaptation does not match the accelerating pace of climate change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Response capacities of those affected by climate change are highly uneven.</td>
<td>• Communication is better within the adaptation field than to outside actors and the public, perpetuating obstacles to awareness raising and the movement of ideas across different fields of work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Rural areas and small cities are receiving less support for growing their adaptive capacity; however, urban areas depend on those rural areas for many of their basic needs (water, clean air, food).</td>
<td>• There is limited communication about, and media attention to, adaptation—except when disasters strike.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Many types of climate-related disasters are on the rise, and adaptation to more-frequent and more-severe disruptions will only become more difficult.</td>
<td>• There is a lack of clarity around what, if any, values are shared across the field, reflecting the lack of a unifying vision or shared goals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• There is a strong preference for integrating adaptation into existing practices and structures (“mainstreaming”), but the approach is limited in that it does not address deeper causes of climate, environmental, and socio-economic crises.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Awareness, understanding, and acceptance of the need for transformative change is present among some, but extremely limited across the field as a whole.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 1: Critical Assessment of the State of the US Adaptation Field (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FIELD COMPONENT AND BASIC DEFINITION (Chapter 2)</th>
<th>Pillars</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• International and federal policies have influenced the field.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• There are new threats to adaptation policy under the Trump Administration.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Adaptation mandates are emerging in some states; some initiated from the bottom up.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Funding from philanthropy and government has been crucial for field growth.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Foundations are not collaborating effectively.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Strategic interventions are required to help diverse sets of adaptation professionals meet needs and achieve higher impact. These include: policy levers; regional scaling of local efforts; collaboration with professional societies; establishment of standards; and creative, sustained, and coordinated financing and funding mechanisms.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY FINDINGS: CURRENT STATE OF THE FIELD (Chapters 3 &amp; 4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Philanthropic and government funders and private investors are fully committed to funding field building and resilience building until the resilience gap is closed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Funding is not only available after disasters, but is sustained and coordinated and available for proactive, preventive measures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Funders help to grow resources commensurate with the threat, build funding coalitions, and inspire new financial instruments and systems to support transformative interventions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The economic case for adaptation is well established.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Policymakers at all levels embrace the need for mitigation and adaptation, enacting strong resilience legislation and removing legal and institutional barriers to adaptation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Policy interventions are coordinated with funding instruments and approaches, supporting and requiring stringent mitigation efforts and adaptation practice with concerted attention to social cohesion and equity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Policies supporting the adoption of best practices and climate-sensitive standards for buildings, infrastructure, and other systems are applied, evaluated, and regularly updated to move communities toward greater resilience in the face of climate disruptions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VISION OF A MATURE FIELD (Chapter 2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Most nations—including the US—signed the Paris Climate Accord in December 2015, agreeing to limit warming to less than 3.6°F (2°C) above pre-industrial levels by the end of the 21st century, and preferably to less than 2.7°F (1.5°C). The agreement also includes an explicit adaptation goal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• In June 2017, the Trump Administration withdrew the US from the Accord, although many states, cities, universities, and businesses remain committed to achieving the Accord’s goals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Any lag in commitment makes it more challenging to limit warming to levels most consider tolerable and manageable in terms of impacts and adaptation challenges.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Limited funding and staff capacity are among the most frequently mentioned and most impactful barriers to adaptation and resilience building.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OUR ASSESSMENT OF THE CURRENT STATE OF THE FIELD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Crisis-driven funding from federal and state governments and philanthropy has had an important influence on the adaptation field’s development in recent years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• There are, however, no institutionalized, coordinated, or sustained funding streams in support of adaptation, and federal assets are diminishing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• With lacking federal leadership, the field has lost an important pillar of support, placing greater pressures on state and regional policymakers to help advance the field.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Lack of federal leadership weakens the signal to the public and policymakers at state and local levels to take climate action seriously.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Development of the field’s pillars is lagging, likely slowing down the development of other field components.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.2 Approach to Prioritization

In light of this summative assessment of the current state of the US adaptation field, we now turn to the needed interventions to rapidly advance it. Is there a common pattern to field evolution that would offer a systematic approach to prioritizing field-building efforts? Our review of the pertinent field-building, innovation, and collective-impacts literature as well as the critical needs identified by study participants and uneven patterns of climate change and field development across the US suggest that there is little useful guidance on prioritization that can be applied to the highly diverse and uneven US adaptation field (Appendix C1). Thus, we propose a context-sensitive approach to prioritization (Box 18).

Box 18: Context-Specific Prioritization of Adaptation Field-Building Actions

Our proposed approach accounts for the fact that field builders/supporters and actors/implementers find themselves in very different contexts with divergent needs. To identify the highest priority field-building interventions from our list of recommended actions, we offer the following step-wise determination process:

1. Locate yourself in the field-building picture. Identify your role with respect to the adaptation field (as a thought leader, field builder/supporter, field actor/implementer, or potential contributor to resilience currently outside the field. (See Figure 5, page 21. Recommendations are offered in the respective sub-sections of Section 5.3).

2. Diagnose and focus. Determine, within your area of influence, which of the 4Ps needs the most attention by asking these diagnostic questions:
   - **Purpose** – Within your sector, region, organization, or area of influence, do people recognize the scope of the problem? How do they define the problem? Is there a vision around which people can come together? Are they galvanized to work on it with urgency? Is the lack of a shared Purpose holding you back?
   - **People** – Who are the actors already working on this problem? Who is missing? (Think especially about often under-represented groups.) Are they actively networked? Are there recognizable leaders? Do actors hold a shared identity? Is the lack of engaged People holding you back?
   - **Practice** – What are the shared ideas, goals, vision, and values? How strong is your knowledge base? Is there a shared purpose and shared action agenda that people work on collaboratively? What is the level of skill and available capacity? Is innovation being supported? Is the level of Practice holding you back?
   - **Pillars** – What is the funding and policy support for advancing the field? What support is available for advancing the practice? How is the lack of supporting Pillars holding you back?

Choose the most critical of these to focus on—for now. If all seem equally lacking, start with the Purpose, which will help you identify the right People to engage.

3. Partner. Seek out relevant partners with whom the greatest progress in systemic change can be achieved. Particularly seek out partners in the climate justice community. Going it alone is likely to create fewer, slower, or only temporary and partial outcomes.

4. Go for impact. Together, identify the highest possible leverage point to create the greatest impact you can collectively have on your identified field component (one or more of the 4Ps). Then, check your intended field-building activity against the seven strategies for increasing and accelerating impact described in Box 20, and explore ways to strengthen it.
5. **Sequence implementation.** Take up the suggested recommendations from Section 5.3 and related appendices (recommendations per actor group and field component) that emerge from your prioritization exercise and

- Decide what recommendation(s) you can do this year.
- Decide on the next three recommendations to take on over the next two years.
- Decide on the next set of recommendations to take on after that.

6. **Reassess.** Demand or conduct a state-of-the-field assessment after five years, and update recommendations as needed.

### 5.3 Toward a Mature Adaptation Field: Recommendations

The various recommendations offered below draw on different bodies of work and the findings from this study:

- Insights from the field-building literature (see Appendix B);
- Insights from theories and experiences about how to scale the impact of innovative practices (Box 20);
- The critical needs identified by study participants; and
- The uneven patterns of climate change and field development across the US.

We offer a broad set of recommendations to rapidly advance the adaptation field toward maturity, with more detailed recommendations for each of our report’s audiences in Appendices C2-20. We believe, with concerted and collective effort, this can and should be achieved within a decade, so as to enable US communities to more adequately reduce the causes of climate change, prepare for the accelerating impacts, and do both with a sustained emphasis on equity and social cohesion.

We recognize that people often do not start with climate change in the work they do, but rather come from other problems to discover climate links. Conversely, adaptation actors often do not start by addressing climate problems in the broader context of social justice or health, economic, and other equity concerns. We thus recommend that all readers incorporate climate and equity concerns as a matter of standard practice.

### Recommendations for Thought Leaders

Thought leaders—in any sphere relevant to adaptation field building and closing the resilience gap—are individuals whose views are both authoritative and influential. The best thought leaders balance audacity with humility, are authentic and trusted, serve as go-to sources in their respective areas of expertise, and tend to be remarkably good listeners. For adaptation field building, the most needed thought leaders have an expansive vision, systemic and integrative thinking, and—preferably—connections and respect within and across sub-fields of adaptation to help bring together a dispersed and heterogeneous community.

The most important thing thought leaders of the adaptation field can do at this time is to press the urgency of climate change (Box 19). They must insist on the necessity to address climate challenges through both mitigation and adaptation, in ways that are sustained over time and enhance equity and justice. Thought leaders should push the field to think bigger, bolder, and deeper about challenges and solutions (Figure 32). Specific key recommendations for this important cross-cutting audience include:

**Purpose**

- Articulate the scope and urgency of climate change, including its intersections with other crises and challenges.
- Facilitate processes in which people define and find common ground around shared challenges that require adaptation in the face of climate change, developing a shared problem understanding and vision of a desirable future.
- Help others see how their diverse concerns fit into a larger, more widely shared problem—and how adaptive solutions can produce resilience and other desired benefits.
- Help people break down seemingly unmanageable problems to make them amenable to community action; expand narrowly defined problems to embrace resilience building.
More detailed recommendations for thought leaders can be found in Appendix C2.

**Recommendations for Field Builders and Supporters**

Field builders and supporters include government and philanthropic funders, as well as high-level policymakers whose daily work is building the field of adaptation. Private-sector investors are generally not yet in this category, but we include them here for the important role they are beginning to play, and the much bigger role they could play in the years ahead. Through funding and policy support for field building as well as for implementation activities that advance resilience on the ground, these actors play their most significant role in building, sustaining, and/or enlarging the field’s Pillars. Funders and policymakers can also contribute to thought leadership that affects the articulation of the Purpose, the depth and breadth of Practice, and the circle of People involved and reached.

The most important thing field builders and supporters should do is to expand and stabilize the funding support for the field and to use the most effective leverage points available (including policy) to move adaptation forward rapidly, effectively, and equitably.

**Pillars**

- Convene funders to develop pooled, coordinated, complementary, and sustained funding streams for adaptation, including from programs previously not conceived as climate-related (for example, health, housing, social justice, and job creation); track and evaluate achievements and gaps over time.
- Convene relevant experts to develop and then invest in new funding mechanisms for adaptation.
- Establish funding criteria and preferentially fund resilience-building work that involves:
  - Collaboration across disciplines, sectors, programs, government silos, and differences;
Box 19: Effective Climate Communication Balances Urgency and Efficacy

Among the leading recommendations in this report is to communicate the urgency of climate change more forcefully, widely, and effectively to mobilize actors around a common purpose. Courageous, visionary leaders must make the case for urgent climate action. The stark realities of climate change and concurrent social, economic, and ecological crises make this a difficult challenge, particularly against the backdrop of a polarized nation.  

Effective communication inspires and persuades people; it attracts attention and resources to advance the field; it clarifies a vision for a better future and articulates clear goals. Effective communicators command influence in their areas of work but also reach the broader culture, provide a consistent moral voice, and serve as dependable sources of knowledge and wisdom.

How might they do this? Research and practical experience tell us that communicating urgency must always include a sense of feasibility or efficacy: together, we can rise to the challenge. Communicating urgency should be done using a variety of elements—depicted on the left side of the scale in Figure 33. But urgency without efficacy (communicated through elements shown on the right side of the scale) causes people to retreat, tune out, lose hope, or despair.

By conveying urgency—coupled with efficacy—we can motivate pre-disaster adaptation planning, political leadership, greater public engagement, and acceptance of the necessity to prepare. Success stories are highly motivational, particularly when compared with cases where preventive adaptation actions were not taken. An effective approach is combining a clear threat with a positive vision, concrete goals, a call to shared action, and public commitments to ensure follow-through and accountability.

**Urgency** is that sense that something important must be attended to immediately and cannot wait. It moves us out of the comfort of the status quo to gain the cooperation of others to plan and execute change efforts, and to keep going in the face of obstacles, deep-seated inertia, the ever-present temptation of complacency, or even the necessary small, early wins on the path to deeper transformation.

**Efficacy** gives us the sense that we can affect change (self-efficacy), that we are doing so successfully together with others (collective efficacy), and that the actions we are taking actually make a difference in the ultimate outcome (response efficacy).

Figure 33: Mobilizing people to close the resilience gap requires that we balance the urgency of climate change with a sense that we can enact effective solutions.
• Definition of indicators; ongoing monitoring and evaluation of progress and success;
• Periodic, critical assessments of practices to build the evidence base;
• Communication, dissemination, and learning processes; and
• Capacity building for socially just adaptation and transformation.

• Invest in systemic approaches to resilience building, including support for adaptation and mitigation policy advocacy work in line with shared goals and values, and promote integrative policies to support implementation.
• Focus on regional, state, and—where possible—national and international policy levers (such as standard setting, use of funds generated in carbon markets) to scale up best adaptation practices.

Purpose
• Relentlessly communicate the scope and urgency of climate change, along with the efficacy of solutions in your spheres of influence.
• Demand (by way of calls for proposals or through funding criteria) that grantees examine and address climate-related problems in a holistic, systemic fashion (for example, cross sectoral, multiple stakeholders, mitigation and adaptation, justice implications across whole communities).
• Convene funders (across sectors and funding vehicles) to align priorities, complement funding approaches, and jointly fund long-term, comprehensive approaches to closing the resilience gap.

People
• Support smaller convenings and larger sectoral, regional, and national conferences to foster exchange, learning, community building, and identity building for the adaptation field.
• Convene influencers from various fields and sectors to define, augment, and deepen the vision of a desirable future, shared values, and a shared action agenda for adaptation.
• When it comes to building the adaptation field, consider yourselves “in it for the long haul,” rather than changing funding priorities every few years.
• Actively support the work and maintenance of professional and peer-learning networks for adaptation.

Practice
• Model internal collaboration within your own entities, organizations, and agencies.
• Support and engage communication experts to greatly enhance the quality and quantity of communication of adaptation success stories and innovations.
• Support professional training within and outside your organizations and—where competencies are lacking—require deepening of skills and knowledge (particularly in social equity, systems thinking, climate change, communication, adaptive and transformative capacities).
• Deliberately invest in think tanks, research, and entrepreneurial entities for a continuous flow of thought leadership on resilience building and practical adaptive and transformative solutions.
• Invest in “backbone organizations” that can facilitate and coordinate convenings of organizations that do not yet regularly interact but that could fruitfully collaborate on specific adaptation challenges.

More detailed recommendations for each of the sub-audiences among field builders and supporters can be found in Appendices C3-7.

Recommendations for Field Actors and Implementers

The organizations and individuals that already consider themselves “adaptation professionals” make up the largest and most diverse group of actors addressed by this report. Their daily work is to enact adaptation or directly support the planning and implementation of adaptation efforts.

The most important work for adaptation professionals at this time is to make resilience building real on the ground—to rapidly implement mitigation and adaptation in equitable and just ways to make American communities safer for all. Clearly, they cannot do this without the support of the other groups addressed in this chapter. But, field actors must deepen their practice around equity and transformative change; increase the sharing of lessons learned from peers and those outside the peer community; and break down divisions to address resilience challenges holistically. Thus, this group’s key contributions and top priorities lie in the People and Practice components of the field. Key recommendations include:
People

- Approach adaptation not just as a technical problem, but as a matter of building relationships across silos, organizations, disciplines, sectors, and all manner of difference. In this way, adaptation can be addressed systemically and holistically, meeting the needs and building on the skills, knowledge, and resources of all involved.
- Work toward a common language and shared understanding of the problem, values, purpose, and action agendas for integrated adaptive solutions.
- Form, join, or maintain communities of adaptation practice, peer-learning, and collaborative networks with a common professional identity, and diversify their membership.
- Share professional journeys into resilience-building work with youth, students, and young professionals; include them in your work so as to bring the voices of the next generation to the table and foster a “professional pipeline” into resilience building.

Practice

- Establish and use a “whole system” or “whole community” approach as standard adaptation practice to jointly define, assess and address problems and work toward systemic solutions.
- Vastly increase and improve communication of resilience-building efforts, particularly by sharing stories of success (adaptation-related policy, funding, practices, uniting across difference, outcomes, etc.) within and beyond communities, networks, and sectors.

Box 20: Seven Strategies to Accelerate the Impact of Field-Building Activities

The most strategic contributions on how to accelerate, spread, scale up, and deepen social innovations derived from a diverse literature point to several cross-cutting strategies. The first four (Framing, Scaling out, Scaling up, Scaling deep) are frequently described in the literature as occurring sequentially, whereas the next two (Integration and Acceleration) are particularly relevant to and aim at improving the quality and systemic approach of interventions. The final one (Learning) is a necessity consistently called for in any dynamic and complex problem area (Figure 34).

Our more specific recommendations offered in this chapter all fall into one or more of these seven categories. Consider using this text box as a “check” on the field-building interventions you might consider: if planned activities do not contribute in one of these seven ways to rapidly advancing the field, should they be pursued now?

**Framing** — Framing is often the first step required in any effort to work toward bigger change. It brings focus to the central problem around which actors come together; and is a necessary step toward developing a unifying vision and narrative and formulating a shared purpose to work on. Framing large-scale change must connect individual motivations and values to commonly shared values, and is a critical, illuminating process in helping people understand how their individual concerns and efforts fit within the larger common concerns and efforts.

**Scaling out** — Scaling-out tactics aim for greater impact through dissemination of ideas and practices to different geographies and more people. Efforts that have been critically evaluated and found to be successful are replicated in more places through mechanisms such as extension of efforts, franchising, branching out, or—once it is recognized that contexts are unique and require adjustments of standard practices—by spreading core principles and allowing those to be implemented in whatever ways work. Trainings and accreditation systems are example mechanisms central to field building.

**Scaling up** — While often used colloquially for any effort that accelerates change, scaling up here specifically denotes any strategy that aims at changing existing institutions (policies, laws, markets, “rules of...
Break down funding silos that prevent effective collaboration and whole-system adaptation solutions.

Collaborate, rather than compete, with other adaptation service providers, thereby combining complementary skills, resources, and access to different networks.

 Require critical internal and/or external evaluation of adaptation practices to establish what constitutes best practices; share those practices widely through communication channels, networks, and training and credentialing programs.

Seek out opportunities to learn about and build capacities for transformative change (Box 16).

Purpose

Become a stronger voice for the urgency of climate change and equity while conveying the practical help audiences need to believe they can enact effective solutions.

Identify shared or overlapping problems (with peers, community partners, and those in other sectors, departments, or agencies) that can be solved more effectively together in ways that close the resilience gap.

Pillars

Leaders at local and state levels of government should demand and fund pre-disaster preparedness and resilience building at local and state levels, and establish funding requirements that all post-disaster rebuilding, upgrades, and develop-
ment integrate the best available scientific information on climate change, foster equity, and avoid maladaptation (such as increased greenhouse gas emissions);
• Work with financing experts, investors, practitioners, researchers, and community representatives to explore and pilot innovative funding models for adaptation.
• Create learning cultures within your organizations so they become more adaptive.
• Seek collaborations with researchers, practitioners, and community members to envision a desirable future and establish shared measures of adaptation progress and success to which collaborators are held accountable.

More detailed recommendations for each of the sub-audiences among field builders and supporters can be found in Appendices C8-17.

In addition to these tasks, we have an overarching recommendation for all who already consider themselves part of the adaptation field: identify essential partners outside the field who do not currently consider themselves adaptation professionals; reach out to them to identify shared goals and opportunities for collaboration, and help them see how their work is sensitive to climate change and could contribute to advancing adaptation.

Recommendations for Supporters and Actors Currently Outside the Field

Outside actors that can play supportive and even instrumental roles in advancing adaptation include: the media; business executives; utilities managers; social service providers; educators; and professional societies in fields that are relevant to practically any aspect of life affected by climate change.

The most important thing for supporters outside the adaptation field to do is to assess their sector’s sensitivities to climate change and disruptions, educate themselves about adaptation, and forge alliances with relevant actors in the adaptation field.

Purpose
• Professional societies: Survey members to identify climate-sensitive problems, enable peer-learning and exchange, and foster dialogue about potential contributions to closing the resilience gap.
• Once links are identified between climate change and your other concerns, strongly communicate the urgency and importance of climate change to those areas of work.

People
• Professional societies: Foster adaptation/resilience-focused task forces or committees to network, facilitate learning, and identify internal priorities and opportunities for connecting to external adaptation professionals.
• Professional societies: Co-host sessions or conferences with adaptation-specific professional societies, scientific experts, and practitioners on relevant adaptation/transformation topics.
• All professionals: Reach out to research institutions, federal and state agencies, and adaptation-related professional societies to identify entry points into climate change and adaptation, to find relevant adaptation expertise and peer-learning and collaborative networks to join.

Practice
• Traditional and new media: Launch an “America adapts!” series of news stories that:
  • Highlight novel adaptive/transformative solution ideas;
  • Tell heroic stories of how people come together to face great challenges;
  • Spread maverick stories of how novel or effective uses of science-in-practice resulted in inclusive planning and decision making, and more equitable outcomes; but also
  • Communicate critically what is insufficient adaptation practice by contrasting with more comprehensive approaches.
• Professional societies: Share core ideas from within your field with adaptation-focused professional societies and illustrate the effectiveness of your approaches.
• Professional societies: Work with academia and educators to develop practice-centered curricula on climate change and intersecting crises, and incorporate them into professional development.
• Professional societies: Regularly review, evaluate, and update professional skills and standards in your area of work to ensure they are sensitive to climate change and resilience needs; establish regular communication with educators and trainers to improve professional preparation.

• Professionals in any business, organization, or sector: Establish new information-sharing streams (newsletters, webinars, conferences) to raise awareness about how climate change affects your work and to share best practices with your members or constituencies.

**Pillars**

- International and national standard-setting organizations: Collaborate across organizations, academia, and practitioners to establish and regularly update relevant standards.

- All actors currently outside the adaptation field: Explore how your available funding streams can be aligned with climate-resilience goals.

More detailed recommendations for each of the sub-audiences among those currently outside the adaptation field can be found in Appendices C18-20.

### 5.4 Measuring Progress Toward a Mature Field

We believe the recommendations offered here are essential to advancing the US adaptation field. But because we expect the field to mature rapidly, these may no longer be the required actions five years from now.

We thus recommend a review of the field in five years, using the 4P framework if it serves the field well, to assess whether revised or new actions/steps are needed at that time. Clearly, political circumstances and climate change itself may require some important adjustments. At that time, assessors may wish to use and build on the sample indicators provided in order to evaluate progress (Table 2).

We recognize this may still be difficult to do for the nation as a whole, but such indicators could be used in particular regions or sectors, each using graphic displays, such as the “Achievement Rose” depicted in Figure 35. When the rose is “full,” the field will be capable of effectively and equitably responding to emerging climate threats.

![Figure 35: This rose diagram offers a way to visualize progress toward adaptation, organized by the four components of a field.](image)

### 5.5 Clarion Call to Action

As our recommendations make clear, many actors are needed to advance the US adaptation field and close the resilience gap. We will do so more efficiently if we build a shared action agenda—based on a common problem understanding, a shared narrative and common purpose, and a collective sense of responsibility and intentionality. We thus invite our readers to join us in seeing ourselves as vigilant sensors of society and the environment. We ask you to take note of emerging risks, new opportunities, and novel and effective solutions—and to share your observations widely.

We encourage all to serve as relentless questioners. Ask the climate question: are the enduring structures we build meant to withstand—and mitigate—climate change? And ask the equity question: are climate risks and opportunities shared equitably?

There is much that needs to be done, and we each have a unique role to play. We hope readers will join us in growing a widespread awareness of our mutual dependence on the environment and on each other, and in our dedication to achieving our shared goals. We share an interest in learning and measuring our progress together, as the pace and complexity of the problem—unfolding in unique ways across a vast nation—is too large to address, track, or assess alone. Building the field of adaptation and clos-
### Table 2: Sample Indicators to Track and Measure Progress of the Adaptation Field

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field Component</th>
<th>Indicators of Progress (qualitative/quantitative metrics to be determined)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Purpose</strong></td>
<td>• A clear values framework is established and widely known.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The values framework guides the field’s purpose.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The adaptation community is united around the common vision of a world</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>in which the resilience gap is closed (through mitigation, adaptation,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and social cohesion).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The adaptation community understands its purpose as preventing,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>minimizing, and alleviating threats to human well-being and creating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>opportunities for all in addressing climate change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>People</strong></td>
<td>• Non-traditional adaptation professionals count themselves as part of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the field.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• More diverse, collaborative adaptation efforts are underway.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• A diverse set of field leaders is established and widely recognized.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• More sector-specific networks are in place.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• More connection and exchange occur across networks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Noticeably more youth are involved in resilience-building efforts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Adaptation-specific professional societies have grown significantly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>in membership.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Practice</strong></td>
<td>• Agreed measures of adaptation progress and success are established.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Monitoring and evaluation is part of best practice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Adaptation is implemented widely.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The need for and benefits of climate adaptation are communicated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>broadly and effectively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The economic case for adaptation is widely made and accepted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Many more boundary organizations effectively connect science and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>practice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Professional standards, certification, and training programs are</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>established and used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Centers for innovation are actively supported.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• A shared, evolving action agenda exists.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• A collaborative, rather than competitive, spirit prevails.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Dialogic culture is established as part of best practice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Adaptive thinking and action have significantly increased in competency and depth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Cross-sector collaborations for holistic solutions are commonplace.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pillars</strong></td>
<td>• More dedicated funding is available for field building and resilience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>building.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Funding streams are sustained and pooled.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• New financing mechanisms are available for communities of all types.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Those least capable of self-financing are prioritized for funding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Well-known clearinghouses advertise funding opportunities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Funders provide support in complementary, well-aligned fashion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Strong resilience legislation is enacted at all levels of government.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Climate-sensitive standards are established and systematically applied.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table outlines various indicators for tracking and measuring the progress of the adaptation field in different components. The indicators are designed to be qualitative or quantitative metrics to be determined.
ing the resilience gap, we believe, will only be possible if we work together.

Given the magnitude and diverse facets of the resilience challenge, particularly in the face of resource limitations and power struggles, it is easy to feel helpless. But leaders in the adaptation field can and must do their part to tap into our collective ability to make much-needed changes—making sacrifices, seizing opportunities, or simply deviating from the familiar.

The vibrancy of the adaptation field we witnessed in the course of this study gives us much hope that we can pull together to do so. The field’s collective energy to address this vast challenge stems from love of place and people, passion for our work, determination, and commitment to make a difference (Figure 36). It is fed by a desire to serve, and the lure of opportunities to be creative and solve difficult problems. It is sustained by the friendships that unite us, and sometimes even by the anger and frustration with the status quo that could just as easily divide us. The efforts needed to navigate the transformational changes ahead require nothing less. We urge you to join hands with the many fearless actors who have dedicated themselves to building a resilient future—for all.

Figure 36: Fearless actors of the adaptation field are working to ensure that our collective actions close the resilience gap. Source: ACEC Life/Health Trust
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Selected references on the topic, pertinent to this report, include:


54. See Endnote 4.

55. This Foundation-specific understanding of adaptation and resilience is not uniformly shared, not even entirely among Kresge grantees, much less the wider community, which holds both narrower and broader definitions of adaptation and resilience, as we will show. Moreover, for many the meanings of these terms have changed over time.

56. Transformation is rapidly becoming a critical concept in the academic literature, and (with widely varying understandings) to a lesser extent in some practice circles. We understand transformation as efforts that deeply change systems and their functioning, including their underlying structures and drivers. See, for example:


Gillard et al., 2016, see Endnote 39.


57. In this respect, we diverge from another recent Kresge-sponsored study by Vogel et al., 2016 (see Endnote 42), and Plastrik, P., 2017 (see below), which more broadly defined climate adaptation to include all climate hazard mitigation efforts and normal disaster preparedness efforts even when they did not account for a changing climate.


58. Findings from the grantee materials regarding the grantee–Foundation relationship and specific recommendations to the Foundation are not included in this report, but have been reported separately to The Kresge Foundation.


Bulkeley, et al., 2013, see Endnote 53.


The Kresge Foundation originally referred the research team to *What it Takes to Build or Bend a Field of Practice*, a helpful quick reference guide compiled by the Spark Policy Institute. It augments O’Neil and Onike’s core elements.


In this paper, Lynn argues that to become a field requires mechanisms to: produce and share knowledge; foster literacy in key concepts and approaches; develop and set professional skills and standards; create and maintain networks of actors to share ideas and spread best practices, and generate adequate support by funding mechanisms and policy.


Spark Policy Institute. No date, see Endnote 60.


67. For introductions to the goals and campaigns of the (global) climate justice movement, see, for example: http://demandclimatejustice.org/about.; last accessed July 19, 2017.


Mohai et al., 2009, see Endnote 53.


Schlosberg and Collins, 2014, see Endnote 53.


71. To do just that, Dr. Elizabeth Sawin of Climate Interactive developed the concept and tools for “multisolving.” See: https://www.climateinteractive.org/programs/multisolving/.


Barber, 2017 , see Endnote 59.


It is noteworthy, however, that climate change media attention (based on coverage in five national newspapers) is still very low, overall, and not consistently higher since 2005 (Katrina) or 2012 (Sandy), although US coverage has been improving over the past decade. See ongoing tracking at: http://sciencepolicy.colorado.edu/icecaps/research/media_coverage/index.html.

73. The 2011 Thai floods, which inundated seven industrial estates, had global supply chain impacts, amassing $43 billion in estimated damages and economic losses. See detailed discussion and further references in:


75. Numerous studies have shown this to not be the case. See review in: Moser, 2014, in Endnote 74.


77. Post-disaster displacement is increasingly a subject of scientific research. For example:


78. Page 20 in Plastrik, 2017, see Endnote 57.

79. The issue has been prominently treated in each IPCC assessment since 1995, but the literature on differential social vulnerability (in the hazards community) and critics of unequal economic development go back to at least the 1970s. Exemplary references from the past seven years, including from prominent US experts as well as urban-focused studies, include:


80. See Endnote 59.

81. Resilience in contemporary social-science literature focused on climate change is often defined with specific reference to self-organization: “Resilience consists of (1) the amount of change a system can undergo and still retain essentially the same structure, function, identity, and feedbacks on function and structure, (2) the degree to which a system is capable of self-organization (and reorganization after disturbance), and (3) the degree to which a system expresses capacity for learning and adaptation” (building on Carpenter et al. 2001, cited in Abesamis, N. P., C. Corrigan, M. Drew, S. Campbell, and G. Samonte. 2006. *Social resilience: A literature review on building resilience into human marine communities in and around MPA networks*. [Available online at: http://www.reefresilience.org/pdf/Social_Resilience_Literature_Review.pdf].
See also Davidson, D. J. 2010. The applicability of the concept of resilience to social systems: Some sources of optimism and nagging doubts. *Society & Natural Resources* 23(12): 1135-1149.

82. This is widely reiterated in the literature. For example:

Hughes, S. 2015, see Endnote 59.


Bierbaum et al. 2012, see Endnote 41.

83. Key review papers, with strong emphasis on communication developments and needs in the US, include:


Key resources that can assist with effective climate change communication and engagement include the following:

- Yale Program on Climate Change Communication (regularly providing detailed public-opinion data): http://climatecommunication.yale.edu/.
- George Mason University’s Center for Climate Change Communication: https://www.climatechangecommunication.org/.
- Climate Nexus: http://climatenexus.org/.

84. Stults and Meerow, 2017, see Endnote 46.


Selected Power Analysis Tools:

https://www.racialequitytools.org/module/power-analysis.

https://www.powercube.net/an-introduction-to-power-analysis/.


86. Useful tools for frame or framing analysis can be found from The Frameworks Institute, available online at: http://www.frameworksinstitute.org/.

87. Regrettably, Congress has slated Landscape Conservation Cooperatives (LCCs) for elimination.

88. For more information, see the Rebuild By Design website at: http://www.rebuildbydesign.org/. The San Francisco competitions is underway as of this writing.

89. For example, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology's Climate CoLab runs a series of climate change-related innovation competitions, with the aim to crowdsourced both mitigation and adaptation solutions. More information is available online at: https://climatecolab.org/.


91. Such a program is already being developed by the Water Environment Federation with trainings delivered by utilities. For more information, see the National Green Infrastructure Certification Program online at: http://ngicp.org/.

92. See Endnotes 82.


The City of Homer, Alaska, was one of the leading US municipalities to develop such a plan in 2007. It focused primarily on mitigation and was still rather vague about adaptation. The City has initiated a process to update its plan, including an adaptation component, but staff capacity and resource limitations are curtailing ambitions at this time. The initial plan is still online at: http://www.cityofhomer-ak.gov/sites/default/files/fileattachments/city_council/page/6722/climate_action_plan.pdf.

Moser, 2009, see Endnote 41.

94. Bierbaum et al., 2014, see Endnote 40.

95. A call for such a shift toward risk management emerged clearly out of the Third US National Climate Assessment, efforts such as those initiated by the Risky Business collaborative, and is generally the preferred language in many private-sector contexts. A new scientific journal was created just for that topic. See: Travis, W. R., and B. Bates. 2014. What is climate risk management? *Climate Risk Management* 1:1-4.

The approach is gaining widespread acceptance. See:

Mainstreaming is a concept widely discussed in the literature. It first emerged in the 1990s in the sustainable development context. See, for example:


Bierbaum et al. 2012, see Endnote 41.


Many of our respondents expressed different understandings of what mainstreaming entails and what this approach could accomplish. Some used the term consistently with the literature, others used it in a more colloquial way, as in making adaptation “more common.” The degree of integration within and across agencies and sectors varied considerably, and some viewed it as a deliberate integrative strategy while others (particularly those working in smaller communities or in climate-skeptical environments) saw it simply as a necessity to be able to address climate change at all.


Shi, 2017, pg. 116; see Endnote 50.


In California, a Senate bill (SB 560) was introduced recently that would require public pension funds to disclose climate risks. Progress of the bill can be tracked at: http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/. California considered a climate risk disclosure bill in 2008, but it did not pass.


104. SB 379; text available online at: https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billTextClient.xhtml?bill_id=201520160SB379.

105. AB 2800; text available online at: https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=201520160AB2800.

106. See the Alliance for Regional Collaboratives for Climate Adaptation (ARCCA) at: http://arccacalifornia.org/.

107. Detailed descriptions and analyses of the work, history, achievements and limits of the Compact and other regional collaboratives, have recently been provided in three independent studies (see Endnote 50).

108. The Georgetown Climate Center has developed profiles of state adaptation plans – a rare effort in compiling state-focused and state-led adaptation work. Available online at: http://www.georgetownclimate.org/adaptation/index.html.

109. Funding to environmental justice communities to participate in the process has been provided by the Resources Legacy Fund.

110. Safeguarding California, California’s state adaptation plan, is being updated as of this writing. Previous versions and future updates are available online at: http://resources.ca.gov/climate/safeguarding/.

111. SB 1000; text available at: https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=201520160SB1000.

112. See Endnote 70.


115. The most commonly referenced study in hazard mitigation is a relatively dated one from 2005 that showed a 4:1 ratio. See:


   More recent studies show far greater benefits of proactive hazard interventions. See, for example:


   The National Institute of Building Sciences is in the process of updating its iconic study from 2005. To stay informed, see: https://www.nibs.org/?page=mmc.


117. See references on collective impact in Chapter 5 (Textbox 20, Seven Strategies to Accelerate the Impact of Field-Building Activities), Endnote 144. An overview of the basic ideas of collective impact is available online at: http://www.collaborationforimpact.com/collective-impact/ or https://ssir.org/articles/entry/collective_impact.

118. In addition to the regional collaboratives emerging around the country, there are multi-state precedents that could serve as models, such as West coast states (CA, OR, and WA) working with British Columbia on ocean acidification; or the Great Lakes states and Canadian Great Lakes provinces working together on water quality and invasive species in the Great Lakes; or the Gulf states working together on coastal resilience.


121. See Endnote 115.


123. See, for example, the important work of the University of Pennsylvania’s Wharton Risk Management Center, available online at: https://riskcenter.wharton.upenn.edu/.

124. See, for example, the Global Investor Coalition (www.globalinvestorcoalition.org), or Ceres’ Investor Network on Climate Risk (INCR) (www.ceres.org) for relevant resources.

125. The Paris Agreement for the first time includes an adaptation goal, but it is vague and thus less compelling. Article 7 of the Paris Accord states: “Parties hereby establish the global goal on adaptation of enhancing adaptive capacity, strengthening resilience and reducing vulnerability to climate change, with a view to contributing to sustainable development and ensuring an adequate adaptation response in the context of the temperature goal referred to in Article 2.” See: http://unfccc.int/paris_agreement/items/9485.php.

126. The difficulty of arriving at an agreed set of measures of success as well as methods to assess them is extensively described in the scientific literature, and a variety of efforts are underway – through research and practice – to develop measures of progress and success (e.g., within ISC, USDN, the National Estuarine Research Reserve, see: http://graham.umich.edu/water/nerrs/resources/climate). All of these efforts ultimately recognize three important challenges: (a) the normative need to agree on basic collective goals to pursue, i.e., the above-mentioned values framework or vision; (b) the need to be flexible so as to allow contextualizing success in specific locales and sectors; and (c) the need for traceability through both quantitative and qualitative indicators and metrics.

One early synthesis of the literature and examples from various sectors were compiled in:


More recent research further presses the urgency of dealing with these issues. For example:


See also reference in Endnote 85.

133. Pathways to Resilience (P2R) Partners, 2015, see Endnote 45.

See also: Island Press and Kresge Foundation, 2015 in Endnote 44.

134. A vast body of literature supports both directions of causal change, suggesting a place for both approaches. We would argue, however, that things that are not consciously addressed have a tendency to not become thoroughly or reliably anchored in the new circumstances. Thus, “values change will result in system change” vs. “system change will result in values change” should not be connected by an OR, but by an AND to focus on and solidify desirable value changes.

135. This is also confirmed in the literature. See, for example:


Note also, a considerable amount of Kresge’s investment has been precisely to resource groups that authentically represent low-income communities and communities of color to be at the table to shape their climate-resilience futures.

137. The capacities listed in the textbox were compiled from relevant interviews and from a number of sources in the literature:


Moser and Berzonsky, 2015, see Endnote 83.


An excellent resource describing this and related processes in the context of community-driven planning for climate resilience is one created by a coalition of partners, including several that are Kresge grantees, such as Movement Strategy Center; Communities for a Better Environment; Center for Earth, Energy, and Democracy; NAACP; Bay Localize/Rooted in Resilience. NACRP, 2017, see Endnote 136.


Rondón, A. M. 2017. How to culture jam a populist in four easy steps. Caracas Chronicles, January 20; available online at: https://www.caracaschronicles.com/2017/01/20/culturejam/. (Also available at The Washington Post, January 27, entitled “In Venezuela, we couldn’t stop Chávez. Don’t make the same mistakes we did” at: https://www.washingtonpost.com/posteverything/wp/2017/01/27/in-venezuela-we-couldnt-stop-chavez-dont-make-the-same-mistakes-we-did/.


The New Yorker, November 21, Aftermath: Sixteen Writers on Trump’s America; available online at: http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2016/11/21/aftermath-sixteen-writers-on-trumps-america.

Thompson, D. 2016. The dangerous myth that Hilary Clinton ignored the working class. The Atlantic, December 5; available online at: https://www.theatlantic.com/business/archive/2016/12/hillary-clinton-working-class/509477/.

140. Meadows, 1999, see Endnote 119.

141. Chapter 3 of this report as well as several independent analyses, e.g.:

Nordgren et al, 2016, see Endnote 43.

Vogel et al., 2016, see Endnote 42.


Moser, 2014, see Endnote 74.
143. IPCC, 2012, see Endnote 32.

Moser, 2005, see Endnote 93.

Island Press and Kresge Foundation, 2015, see Endnote 44.

Knowlton, K., M. Rotkin-Ellman, and P. Sheffield. 2013. Post-Sandy preparedness policies lag as sea levels rise. *Environmental Health Perspectives* 121(7): a208-a209.


It is noteworthy that a number of studies that examined the barriers and motivations for adaptation action find that crises have not been the dominant drivers of adaptation, nor the appeal to pending crises as articulated by scientists, but that leadership has been the most important factor in launching adaptation efforts. These studies also increasingly call for stronger leadership, locally, regionally, and nationally. See, for example:


Nordgren et al., 2016, see Endnote 43.

Shi, 2017, see Endnote 50.

144. A “whole system” approach to adaptation emphasizes that communities depend on the functioning of interdependent lifelines (such as electricity, water, transportation, communication, emergency management, food, fuel) and sectors, which—even if governed in specialized agencies or departments—still interact in real-life settings. Thus, adaptation actions that are sector-specific without considering dependencies and consequences for other sectors are more likely to cause negative side effects and fail to take advantage of possible cost-savings and synergies that only become apparent when working together.

“Whole-system” approaches have been used in a variety of settings, such as programs to address challenges for youth, health care, green buildings, program management, and innovation.

145. A “whole community” approach is an approach promoted in emergency preparedness and beyond to more effectively engage individuals, households, and community organizations in disaster preparedness, response and long-term resilience-building efforts. The approach emphasizes fostering relationships with community leaders and empowering others to lead; understanding community complexity; recognizing community capabilities and needs; building and maintaining partnerships; and strengthening and leveraging the social infrastructure of a community.


147. Moore et al., 2015, see Endnote 144.

148. Green, 2016, see Endnote 132.